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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

PLEXNER, A.
VEBLEN, 0.

The National Academy of Sciences was chartered by
Congress and approved by President Lincoli in XS 1863 »
The Charter provides that the Academy shall Investigate,
examine, experiment, and report upon any subject -oi*'"s.ci.ejac,,e
or art when called upon by any department of the government,,
The Academy has long acted as an official adviser to the
government on a wide variety of questions. Bounded as it
was during the Civil War, it dealt acti"wiy with military
and naval problems in its first years.

In April, 1916, when relations with Germany were
already tense, Tmlf^bef ore the onset of World w'ar I,
President fajcfcsocH Wilson asked the Academy to organize the
scientific resources of the country in the tasadest and most
effective manner possible to accomplish preparedness for
defense. The Academy organized the I^tixxaalJiej|earch
Co,URSU. After it was organized and started operating, the
President on May 11, 1918, recognized: its existence with an
Executive 6rder which set forth its functions/ in organizing

research and securing cooperation of .military and
civilian agencies:

(1) To stimulate research in aathjaaatlca], physical v*
and biological sciences and their application

(2) To survey the larger possibilities of science,
formulate comprehensive projects of research, etc.

(3) To promote cooperation in research at home and
abroa d

(1+) To serve as a means of bringing American and
foreign investigators into active cooperation with scientific
and technical services in the government departments0

(5) To direct the attention of scientific and
technical investigators to the problems of the government

(6) To gather collate scientific and technical information
at home and abroad. (Page 6)
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\e National Research Council differs from other

similarly named organizations established in recent years
in England, Canada, Australia, Japan, Italy, etc. These
are/4ll government supported, and to some extent, government
controlled. The American National fiesearch Council was
partly supported during the war, but since has been
supported ̂ entirely from other than governmental, sources,
and administered by its own repres'entatively selected
membership appointed by the President of the National
Academy of Sciences. The Council maintains close
cooperative relations with the government,'scientific
Rare bureaus, etc 0

The work is carried on by a small group of officers
and an executive board with an ifcerim committee. It is
composed of 13 major divisions arranged in two groups:

(1) 7 divisions of science and technology representing
physics, mathematics and astronomy, engineering, chemistry
and chemical technology, geology and geography, medical
sciences, biology and agriculture and anthropology and

psychology

(2) The other 6 divisions of general relations--
federal relations, foreign relations, states relations,
educational relations, research extension and research
inf ormati on.

The Council issues reprints and circulars on the one
hand, and bulletins on the other. The latter publication of
general sources for scientific knowledge, reports on
status of various fields of research, and special
contributions with no other logical p^-ace of pubMcation0

Financial support of the Council is assured el' a gift
of $5,000,000 to the National Academy of Sciences from the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, part of which was used
for the erection of a building in Washington for the Council
and the Academy, the balance for permanent endowment.

The Council 's scientific projects are supported b y
special gifts obtained at various times from various sources.

Thus, £500,000 was given by the Rockefeller Foundation for
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the support during 6 years of a group of fellowships in
physics and chemistry; $500,000 by the General Education
Board and the Rockefeller Foundation for supporting 5 years
research fellowships in the medical sciences; $325,000 for
5 years from Rockefeller Foundation for research fellowships
in the biological sciences; other gifts totalling Si, 000, 000.
for miscellaneous projects.

Simon rlexner was Chairman, 1923-2ij. of the Boar*.
Administering National Research Council Fellowships in
Physics and Chamistry. Veblen was one of the 7 other Board ' .. ^
members administering the fellowships in physics and chem.istryjV'N'VV* _,
and a&nfcJMsannV t4»e during the year 1923-2i|.j Chairman of
one of the divisions, of science and technology; namely, the

, Division of Physical Sciences. After 1923-2l|., the National
, Research Council Fellowship's Administrative Board for

Physics and Chemistry became the Board for Physics, Chemistry
and 'Mathematics „ SFlexiier retained his chairmanship for
several years.

Veblen went on the Committee in the year 192jh-qL, and
remained at least through 1926-7* Birkhoff came on the BOard

and so did Gilbert A. Bliss and Earl '!'. Compton/ then
professor of Physics at; Princeton LTniversity^««^w«3. 192ij.-5.
These three remained on The year 1926-?. How much longer,
I don't know becamse I d idn ' t examine.

5 Fiexner was Chairman of the Research Fellowship
Board for the first time in the year 1920-21. He was
listed as SOaaiJsaasB; Director of Research Laboratories,
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research up tntil the

lyear 1925-6 when he was listed as -Director, Rockefeller
ilnstitute for Medical Research.

Veblen was listed as Professor of Mathematics at
Princeton in X$2£li 1921].-5 and 1925-6, and in 1926-7 was
listed as the Henry B0 Fine Professor of Mathematics,
Princeton,, Both -^'lexner and Veblen retained those titles

1 and their membership through 1932-1933°

National Research Council, Organization of Members 1919-20
1926-7 Library,
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AMES, JOSEPH SWEETMSM Biographical

Physicist. President Johns Hopkins, 1929-1935.
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J:1859-1939

GOOD NOW, PRAM JOHNSON Biographical

Historian and lecturerer in Administrative Law. President
Johns Hopkins, 1914-1929.
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[X919-1937
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Foundations

The research fellowships in chemistry, physics and
mathematics were supported by a gift of Rockefeller Foundation
totalling $2,075,000 from 1919-1937, another grant of
£l,36'|,3lJ4 by the Rockefeller* Trom 1923-1937 for fellowships

in the biological sciences (including psychology), Simon
^'lexner was still uhairman of the National Research Council
Fellowship Board in the year 1936-37. (July 1 to June 30).
Gilbert A Bliss, Professor of Mathem atics at Chicago,
Birkhoff, George D 0 , of Harvard, and ^eblen (described in

the report as professor of Mathematics, Institute of Msifefec M
B®*iet*4@«^ Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey] 1

research council
In 1937-38 a new/fellowship board was set/i up without

the direct representation of the scientists ana mathematicians
who had theretofore served on the Board. The President or
Chairman of the National Research 6 ouncil Itself acted ^
•fee the Chairman ySimon Flexner, Veblen, Birkhoff and Bliss
were no longer there. After the year 1937-38 a number of (v
mathematicians which had run from about 5-8 or 9 per year

dropped to around 2 pretty consistently for several years,
and, presumably, continued during the war period at the

Reports, National Research Bulletins, National Research Council
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<4 Ik V
Excerpts from an article, "Plan for a University of *f

Discoverers" by Luther Pfahler Eisenhart, at pp. 123 and
following in the Princeton University Library Chronicle,,
Volume VIII, ¥o« 3, April, 1947. % "*\

Shortly after James McCosh became President of the
College of New Jersey in 1868, a resident o& Princeton,
Reverend John Miller, a graduate of the college but not at
the time connected with it, proposed that there be established
in Princeton an institution for the promotion of research and
scholarship in science and other fields of learning. The
proposal was made a quarter of a century before the graduate
school of Princeton University was established, and more than

/ • j a half a century before The Institute for Advanced Study came
' I into exis tence. (\}.i^^..^'l /'

The Reverend John Miller was born in Princeton, April 6, 1819,
son of the Reverend Samuel and Sarah Sargent Miller. Early
education; Edge Hill School, graduated in 1836 from the ^*fcJ*M V?J *\e of New Jersey. Joseph Henry joined the faculty of

t-he college as its first professor of natural philosophy during

Miller's freshman year, and was conducting research on
electro-magnetism as well as in other fields ±SL of science,
"Joseph Henry was beyond question the fore/most American
scientist of his time, and the pfter at least of any since
then. A remarkable man and an excellent lecturer with the
range of learning without bounds. He roused intellectual
curiosity in his students." (p. 123)

It is recorded that John Miller,
was then Henry's assistant, was in training to become a
professor of natural philosophy. But there was a religious
revival, and it changed Miller's plans for a career. In 1838
he entered the Princeton Theological Seminary, and upon
graduation and ordination served until 1855 as pastor in
Frederick, Maryland , fi&S in Philadlphia. He preached at
churches in the Valley of Virginia, served as a captain cf
artillary, and as chaplain i n the Confederate army, and as
pastor in Petersburg, Virginia.

In 1871 John Miller returned to Princeton where he was
to spend the remainder of his life. He disagreed with certain
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doctrines of the Presbyterian Church, and w ithdrew from it
I and established an independent church with several missions in
\e neighborhood, but his intellectual interests were not

1 limited to theology.

The documents regarding his proposal were found in
June, 19ij.6, in the office of the graduate school, and placed
in the manuscript collection of the University library.
A memorandum written by one of John Miller's daughters recently
transferred from Nassau Hall to the library states that she
lent these papers to Dean ¥est "to finally return them to
us or put them in the Princeton University keeping." It is
doubtful when Miller began to formulate his proposal. The
first evidence is a letter from Joseph Henry dated April 14, 1$?3»
from the Smithsonian Institution in Washington acknowledging a
letter from John Miller. "I fully endorse your grand project
for a College of Masters for original study and investigation.
Such an establishment would be the realization of the dream of
Bacon of an institution which he denominated 'Solomon's house1
and ascribed in his Hew Atlantis. It will^not be difficult

to frame a general plan at the establishment; the details,
however, will require much consideration. Xixfittus

c^w "At first sight your view might appear too restricted
in^fin&^ng the directorship to Presbyterians, but on reflection
I am not certain thatyou will not be more likely to succeed
in the enterprise by such a restriction.

"One essential element of the scheme should not b e
forgotten; Hannwfryy viz, that of making provision for the
implements of research. In the line of physics, chemistry,
and astronomy, instruments of precision will be required. While
in all other subjects you have mentioned a well-selected
library will be requisite.

"Again while the great object of the establishment is
the promotion of original thought and investigation, a
limited amount of lecturing would be of service to the .master
as well as to the public generally." (p. 125)

Henry
/H» goes on to point out the analogy existing in the

organization of the Royal Institution of Great Britain as in
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(jW.

very limited degree similar to Miller's proposal. It is
supported by an insufficient endowment supplemented by
annual subscriptions of members allowed the privilege of
attending the lectures. "it is, however, an admirable
illustration of what may be done by concentrating men of
talents to originalresearch. I do not think that anything can
be expected whan the patrons of that establishment in the way
of assistance in founding a mastership ;!$ Princeton, since the
Royal Institution itself is so ^18-e-ly endowed as to te
unable to support more than one or two professors," (Ibid.)

Henry closed the letter by saying he was interrupted by
a meeting of the National Academy, but in the meanwhile he has
had a notable example of the want of such an institution;
namely, that of the case of Dr. Brown Sequard, now of New
York, formerly of Paris, one of the most distinguished
experimental pkxiist physiologists of the present day, anxious
to devote his life to original research, but in support of
himself, obliged to devote about one-half of his time to the
practice of medicine. "Now were all his time and thoughts

given to original research, the world would be iamensely
a gainer." (Ibid.)

John Miller received two letters dated in April, l8?3,
frompersons to whom he had presented his plan: Henry M. Alexander,
a trustee of the college (as John Miller's own father had
been), and John A. Stewart, New York banker and trustee, who
acted as President of the University, lglO-12. Each letter
indicates that the writer would join in a meeting t o discuss
the plan, but ther% is no further evidence anything was done
about it.

The manuscript collection also contains four copies
of the proposal entitled Plan of a University of Discoverers
to b e established at Princeton, JNew Jersey. These are much
marked up and modified; however, the basic JSXSCHS: provisions
are paraphrased as fo.llows:

JU^

A University of Discovers

I. Motives for such a foundation? wThe special motive of
those who originate the scheme, is to protect science against
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religious infidelity, and thus to protect religtoi against
Infidel science. They r ecord this as the very highest
object of their endowments, that both governors and members of
the University may hold it as a point of honor not to divert

the trust.

"The principles that the founders would protect, are those
! of the sacred scriptures viewed as plenarily inspired, and those
in substance, taught in the chief Evangelical symbols, as,
for example, in the Apostle's and the Athanasian Greeds, in

:the Westminster and Heidelburg Confessions, and in the 39
{articles of the Church of England."

II. "The general motive as it will appear to a wider public
is as follows:

"1. Eixsciec Discovery has done more for the human race than
any o ther work of man. Blot out chemistry and higher physics
all that has resulted from them in photography and telegraphy
and other electric appliances, navigation and other locomotion,
including discoveries about the compass, and by the observation

of the stars, and men would be half back at the savage
state, and half isolated again in unknown divisions of the
planet.

the most
2. Discovery having done/for man is also the one

human work that has received least from man. Religion, art,
amusement, philanthropic orders, and even mechanic guilds have
high endowments and princely buildings. There are capitols
in judicial halls and halls of commerce: there are
hospitals and asylums for the poor: there are churches and
collegiate seats: "but the world has been a step-mother
to science* She has greedily seized its gifts, and built
colleges to teach its facts, and invented arts to embody its

\results--floated ships and reared factories to c oin^ it into
wealth,—but has turned half persecuter when the time came to
ipay: opening no home for it when in labor with its births, and
paving no food on hand when It should have had the most
generous nutrition."

3. "Hence there is no university on earth its distinctly
to reward and endow discovery."
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I ij.. BThe institution most like such a university is one
[nof foundeS^f ar from a century ago in Condon by an
American, Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford). It was by no
means squarely for science, least of all for discovery in
science. It was founded to teach trades people and to store
models. Afterwards Sir Humphrey Davy translated it as a
scheme, »to make science fashionable. ' It has had inconvenient
public duties and one precarious salagg-.^gt^h^|f, and yet it
has given to England nearly half her xfsisasacx This chance
oiitbirth of a new England thought has tried the experiment
effectually of whether discovery needs endowment; for like
a shovelful of Guano upon a desert,^its money marks the spot
where there has shot up out of the English soij. such growths
as YJmng, Sir Humphrey Davy, Michael Faraday, and John Tyndall;
one succeeding the other, and making a group of discoverers
scarcely matched in any land."

5. Most discoveries have been made in a wealthy age; viz,
the 19th century. Most discoveries have been made by wealthy
peoples; viz, France, Germany and England. Most discoveries
have been made in the region of capital; that is in old states

and circumstances of leisure; witness old civilizations as
compared with ours, Pur Commonwetilth producing inventions
and tiieirs discovery. It will be a curious undertaking to
find out how far, poor as the endowment has been, the g reat
discoveries of the race by the hand of such men as Sir Isaac
Newton or the endowed ecclesiastics of a hierarchy have
actually been purchased by coin of the r ealm.

6. AS a negative argument: "Discovery has actually
bloomed forth and afterward withered Ixom for lack of money.
The bloom has dropped unnoticed in the more frequent case«
But in some the flower has been conspicuous and the fall on
record." He then cites Sir William Hamilton ripe and grandly,
and at his death was starving and penniless, his health
destroyed by teaching, so that he could not systematize his
thought. America has a still worse case: "Our highest
scientific light was put out 30 years ago. We will not
particularize."

IIIo The plan of a University of discoverers to be
established at Princeton, New Jersey.

ftI. The sole object of this unitfers:ib# shall be to
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furnish house, salary, and instruments of science to the tf
world's best investigators."

ii. A Board of G-overnors, those who found the institution,
and such as they elect to follow them, never to exceed 20 to
ihold all property and control all interests under a charter from
;the Legislature of ^ew Jersey, to protect and extend their
enterprise. Governors who accept the ixxa trust are charged
in honor to watch elections so as to hand down the faith of
the institution unimpaired forever. "Here is the grefet
difficulty. It has been the chief argument a gainst the
scheme. It is almost the whole anxiety of those who give the
money. The Board, being their own constituency, will have iat
sheer power to pervert the trust in any age of time. No honest
infidel would desire this, and therefore, beginning with
believers, the Board must be trusted to hand down the franchise
to otters, and watching every election with religipus care, not
to be sustaining genius that is wickedly prejudiced against the
gosepl."

iii. The University is to seek endowment for at least

12 fixed departments of discovery; one, metaphysics; two,
Billical Hermeneutics; three and four, physics, porderables
and imponderables; five and six, chemistry, molecular and
applied; seven and eight , astronomy, mathematical and cosmical—
this latter including cosmogomy, geology, and stellar physics;
nine, anthropology, including biology, physiology, archeology,
ethnology, and archaic philology; ten and eleven, natural
history, vegetable and animal; twelve, political economy,
including politics or government sociology.

iv. Also to seek endowments for departments not fixed,
"in view of special genius that some man may develop in a
department already filled or in some narrow sphere like the
study of aerolites, or wind or s ea currents, the Governor shall

.multiply endowments which they may vote to such particular
{Use, subject to the same laws as belong to the fixed cljsKiraszcfcacx
departments."

v. No money ever bestowed for this institution shall be
spent except for original buildings or for costly and permanent
apparatus. All beyond this shall be put at interest and c cntinaed
only in its income. The income must pay for all expenses of
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\s and incidental expenses.

vi. The Governors may not fill a fixed department until
it is thoroughly endowed, and the minimum endowment must b e
$70,000, out of which may come the cost of residence.

vli. The income of an endowment while vacant is to go t o
the increase of its principal, unless the endowment exceeds
$70,000, and even then unless the Governors employ it in
permanent endowment in some other part of the University.

viii. When a department is endowed, the Governors may
elect an incumbent. If it be a fixed department, it shall be
open to the best talent fas of the world of that particular
branch; if not fixed, then of any branch. "Election may be
from any^xape and from any section of the planet, but it must
have s*upreme reference to safe principle and notorious talent
for researcho "

ix. The President shall be elected as one of the
incumbents of the University, shall be ex-officio a Governor

and the executive head of the administration in addition to
his own investigations, he shall study the personnel of
science everywhere, and be able to report to the Beard on t he
occurrence of a vacancy, a description of the great men in

^ that particular department of research, who might be
elected to fill it. He safe shall also study this new plan
of endowing research, and report means for developing it,
himself personally carving its paths and building its success
under the direction of the other Governors.

x. "No Incumbent in any department shall be elected for
V, longer than 6 years, unless he has already filled that

j department for 6 years, and then only on the unanimous vote
1 of all the Governors. At the same time, three-quarters of the

v Board may displace a member from his department for competent
reasons with ikaxy a year's notice0"

xi. Eleven relates to *w*nations received and solicited
which during one incumbency, or even during the lifetime of
the donors, shall not be subject to allof these rules
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but after such conditions, the Governors should provide
reversion to one homogeneous system.

xii. The University is not for education, and shall have
no pupils. It may have needful assistants and honorary
members. Members ahall serve full time/, No lectures or
alien work for pecuniary gain.

xiii, T̂ e Governors shall not invite candidates for
appointment.

Princ eton,
xiv. Residence at /New Jersey,

xv. The Governors shall enact by-laws, etc.

xvi. The Board may sit judicially and detrude a Governor
who is endangering the institution, e tc.

xvii. Elections of Gar ernors and members shall be by ballot and
require two-thirds of the Board in vote.

xviii. Two-thirds zsagcxkx shall be a quorum and no proxy shall
be admitted except where a vote must b e by all or three-
quarters of the Board.

xix. The Corporation is not forbidden to be entrust with
other funds, provided only they bear upon its object.

There is a long list of names appearing with the
manuscripts, but not necessarily name^6f stgfosrygrx signers.

Joseph Henry wrote to Miller, May 1, !§ 18?^-* aw& apologizing
for keeping the plan so long, and suggesting that he has
looked it over with Professor Guyot, and they both find they
are in doubt about some of the provisions of the plan. Henry
has also presented it to Dr. Gray of Cambridge who concurs
with the purpose and the desirability, but thinks there are
difficulties in details. He promises a visit.

Miller wrote to Henry, July 9> l8?i|-> now that so
much conference has been engaged in and we all agree such an
institution is necessary, we shall jbucfcfca unite (Miller, Henry,
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and Guyot shall unite) and agree to invite certain people
into the undertaking. He re-states the form of it „ "it shall

; be a college not for teaching, but for research. It shall
| have endowment, therefore, not to pay professors or to sustain
| students, but to support investigation, the idea being to
reward men who have already achieved discovery by placing their
talents and their zeal in a situation to be more available
releasing them from the drudgeries of want and giving them
their entire time for the purposes of science." (p, 133)

Then Miller says that he would not be soliciting
Henry's aid, just to promote the interests of science. It Bias
fared fairly well. It will, however, fare better if it is
tended like a plant. "But I confess ray object to someth ing
higher. Seiance is a great friend of religion. The highest
cadences of Christianity not moralfe are to be found in science,.
Science undirected has assailed religion just as mind has
and just as conscience has. But when the fight was over
religion had advanced its external e vidences. This I coveto"
He expresses the hope that if we advance science to the very
uttermost,believing that thereby we can find out "that much ^
more of God and that much added to the outposts of the Gospel,

time
they will probably be successful, at the same JdtfeK giving
a check to prejudice, and excluding those who use research
willfully in a manner unfair to religion.

"...when, not a machine but an immortal spirit,
confessedly hostile to the Bible, with a fine genius for
research but colored all over with prejudice, approaches
science, we value even then the ultimate results, but should
regard it as too dangerous for our purpose, and wou ld hold
it to be the great end of the contemplated institution that for
the value of present good to choose more candid men for the
work of investigation."

Henry replied October 23, l87i(-, enthusiastically, and said
IB would not think if restricting it to the physical sciences.

Nothing came of the effort. No one knows what happened
to it. Twelve years later Miller, John Miller, wrote to
Mr. Cyrus Butler of New York, March 21}., 1886, sending him a
copy of a plan called "The Joseph Henry University for Original

^Research." The basic purpose was declared to be "to rid great
^discoverers of the drudgery of t eaching and to secure all their
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time for their own solid use in scientific research.. There
was a plan for the requisite foundation for t en or more
scientific masterships: metaphysics, language, political economy,
astronomy, physics, natural history, ehemistry, geology,
anthropology. Si,500,000 would, of course, furnish ten
masterships fif $150,000 each, '-i-'he third section of the
plan was inducements to some great capitalist to found the
proposed university. In essence, it is like the other
reasons in detail.

He thinks that Princeton is the admirable loc at ion,
tataclls±±ads±pds±3cx because Philadelphia and New York would
be equally near and conveniently and eligibjr fer off. The
institution should be independent of every other, laxxa^a

"It is a wonder that the Licks and Stanfords and Cornells
and Johns Hopkins and Tulanes and McDonoghs and Coopers and
John Co Greens of the world have not thought of this s imple
monument long ago," (p, 139)

Enclosed with Miller's manuscript sent to the
University was the following:

Diary references, March 18, 1886, Interview with
Miss Henry in cars. Electrified by my piaisxsl old plan of

a university. Said would give $5,000 if Joseph Henry University.
Intimate with Mr. Coreorin.

March 19, 1886. Talked with Mr, Butler about University.
Fired up,

March 20, 1886. I thought about # university.

March 22, 1886. I studied university plan.

March 23, 1886, I wrote university plan, but nothing
happened, and that is the end of the story.

Excerpts from an article, "Plan for a University of Discoverers"
by Luther Pfahler Eisenhart, at pp._,123 and following in .the Princeton
University Library Chronicle, Voi; VIII, No. 3, ApriT, 194-7
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'-Che Johns Hopkins (_Pr'ench)

French's History of the Hopkins is a book written largely for
alumni and trustees. In approx. lj-50 pages he refers to organized
faculty and participation in Govt lightly about 3 times: twice of
these only to Fac. soci-Jkl Club. The Academic Council he refers
to twice, without, so far as Index and ay search reveal, ever defin-
ing it or describing how it came about. Fac. org. to choose mbs
of it never alluded to. '̂or story of this see Hortdm, B.J.,
The Grad. School. French does not allude to Gilman's handwritten £
plan for t he Uni v. from Oxford in Oct. l875>* nor describe how and

was modified by Trustees—if it was. (G. suggested a Tr. —\e designated to se_rve on the Aca. Goun. but French's refs indicates

this wssnt done? Ŷ P%***.«*JK v*4 *> '̂*MJrĈ A»******̂  f^**««^^^\Wt4V-C,, ̂
financial affs.irs which were acute many times are not "handled,

except from angle of B&6 stock, ana numerous campaigns for money.
Ref.-to Goodnow plan not sympathetic. Leaves strong impressi

there was a promise made by same unnamed person of money, not del'd
No ref. to AF in this connection. "IJTTght refs made indicate animus
against AF. Credited only with being Secy GEB...when a gift was made.
Not in ref. to the Full-time med. appn. But records GEB gift to
Univ. proper matched double in 1911 for genl purposes. Dibesnt
go into the several GEB gifts to Med Sch. careTully.

Fairly good on ug. question. Sheds light on its beginning, an<2
phil. underlying.
boesnt give Oilman's 13 pts. either .(10th arm. rept.) .Horton.)
Like Wertembfevers Pctn/but better—has more to go on.
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EI1STEIN, ALBERT Biographical

Notes from Einstein, His Life and Times by P^ilipp Prank.
This book was recommended as approved by Einstein by Miss Dukas.

Discussing Einstein's family background, Prank says that
as far as Einstein's memory extended, his forebearere lived in
Swabia in southwestern Germany near the border of Alsace-Lorraine,
The people were far different from the sober-practical
Prussians. They were more refined on the other fesoa:?; hand, than
the earthy Bavarians. Their speech was softer, their manners

better, and their liberality racially and culturally was
notable.

Thus the f-act that Einstein's aneestors were Jewish made
but little difference in the community. Jews in the small towns
of Swabia were not treated differently, nor did they act
differently in living their lives from the G-entile population.
"They no longer clung so firmly to their complicated customs
and usages, which rendered difficult the growth of any intimacy
bwtween them and the rest of the population; and with the
disintegration of these barriers they tended, to an ever
increasing degree, to lose their position as a separate and

unique group. The life of the Jews in these districts was not
similar to that in Berlin, where there was a class of rich,
educated Jews, who themselves developed a specific variant of
Berlin culture. [in Swabia] the Jews...led a quiet life,
associated with their natural environment, and were but little
Influenced by the nervous has tie and bustle of the metropolis."
(Page I;)

Not only the Bible but the other belles-lettres, classical
German authors such as Schiller, Less ing, and Heine were
honored like the preacher Solomon in the Book of Job as
teachers of morality and conduct. Schiller, particularly,
with his moral, almost Biblical pathos and glorification of a
general love of mankind, became extremely popular among
Jewish families and was an important element in the education
of their children. In Einstein's family the Schiller cult
was very important.

After 1871 and the end of the Franco-Prussian %BL War,
Prussia became the dominant power in Germany with its
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arbitrary and military character. Bismarck was a man of
"blood and iron," and was opposed by all the Intellectually
progressive groups in Germany. The culture of the new
Germany came not from the older cultures of the Swabians,
the Rhinelanders, and the Austrians who had produced Schiller,
Goethe, Mozarfi, and Beethoven. They came from the tribes of
the east who were composed of conquerors of the partially
exterminated original Slavic population and of the descendants
of the subjugated tribes. "They thus formed an amalgamation
of oppressors and oppressed well able to command and obey."
(Page 5) This created a grave difficulty in the new German
empire. German scholars felt inferior toward Prussian officers,
and learned to restrict themselves to their own discipline,
leaving public life to the Prussians, "and to stand at
attention, evan intellectually, at the sound of a commanding
voice.

"All this was equally true of the Jews. They, too,
admired the new Empire, and the energetic methods of its
rulers. Even though in their homes they cultivated the
intellectual tradition of the Jews and of the German classical

period, yet in public life they tried to assimilate themselves
to the ruling class in conduct and ideas." (Page 6)

It took the spiritually strong and the intellectually
strong to resist the prevailing trend.

Einstein's father was such a Jew as was described just
above. He was afraid of the dominant Prussians, but admired
the new German empire, Bismarck, Moltke, and Emperor Wilhelm I.

Einstein's mother was musical and artistic, and had a fine
sense of humor.

An uncle lived with the family who was an engineer and
quite scholarly, "and it was from him that Albert received his
first impulsions in mathematics." (Page 7)

Albert was no child prodigy. He was slow in learning to
speak. His parents "began to be afraid that he was abnormal."
(page 8.) After he spoke, he was always taciturn and never
inclined to enter into the usual games of children, but on the
contrary, to separate himself and to daydream and meditate,,
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He hated &t playing soldier and cried when marching
troups came by and his parents said, when you grow up you
will march like that0

"At this time Einstein apparently already revealed one
of his most characteristic traits: his intractable hatred of
any form of coercion arbitrarily imposed by one group of

people on another...On the other hand Albert was also
conscious of the natural laws of the universe; he felt
that there are great eternal laws of nature. As a child he
was able to understand them only In the form of traditional
religion, and felt attracted toward it and its ritual precepts,
which symbolized a feeling for the laws of the universe. He
was offended by the fact that his father always scoffed at
religion, and he regarded this derision as resulting from
a type of thought that is in a certain sense disharmonious and
refuses to submit to the eternal laws of nature." (Pages 8 & <&,)

Einstein was sent to a Catholic elementary school in
Munich. He did not find this unpleasant, and received

regular instruction in the Catholic religion0

He hated the brutality of the story of the Crucifixion,
but no one made the class feel that this was the work of the
Jews. He saw no conflict between what he learaed of the
Catholic religion and what he remembered of the Jewish
religion. But he resisted the barrack-like character of
school.

When he was nine years old and in the highest grade of
the elementary school, he still was taciturn and lacked
fluency of speech. Therefore, he meditated before he answered,
and came to be known as Biedermeier (Honest John) by his
classmates.

At ten he left the elementary school and entered the
Luitpold <3ymnasium in Munich. There he had to s tudy the
Classics. He resented this, since he was interested in
mathematics and physics. He hatea the regimentation. There
was one teacher named Ruess, who really tried to introduce
ancient culture to the students. Einstein got a great deal
from him, and was terribly disappointed when years later he
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went back very informally dressed to see Ruess, was not
remembered by Ruess, b ut was suspected of calling to suasxak
seek a loan.

He, encountered his first systematic textbook on
geometry at the age of 12 and loved it. His uncle aroused
his interest in mathematics by giving him his first
understanding of algebra. X was the animal they were
hunting; they had to catch it.

The Gymnasium was Jewish, and though Einstein
profited greatly by the Jewish treatment of the Old Testament
and the ethics of the Jewish law, his views of religious
services in the Jewish temples alienated him from the
Jewish religion. He made up his mind he would not become
a member of any religious guoupo "because he wanted to avoid
having his personal relationship to the laws of nature
arranged according to some sort of mechanical order0" (Page 15)

Reverting to his origin in the gentle and friendly
community, Prank says, "There can be no doubt that this

origin in a provincial, semi-rural milieu was of the
greatest significance for Albert Einstein's entire psychological
development. He has never become a completely urban person.
He was always somewhat afraid of Berlin and later also of
New Yorko Connected with this attitude is a certain trait
that characterizes his artistic taste and that certainly
appeared old-fashioned to modern Berliners." (Page 7)

He studied violin at six and acquired a light touch
through admiration for Mozart exercises.

His father failed in business, and went to Milan with
the family leaving Einstein at the gymnasium. He suffered
from solitude. He faked a reason for departure: a physician's
certificate stating that because of a nervous breakdown he
had to leave the school for six months. He loved Italy when
he arrived, but shortly after arrival his father failed in
business again and told Einstein he was on his own.
Meanwhile, Einstein had told his father that he wished to
renounce German citizenship which his father did not do, and
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simultaneously he renounced his legal adherence to the Jewish
religious community. (Page 1?)

His happiness at the freedom and grace of Italy was
short-lived.

He had difficulty completing his education. He tried to
qualify for the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School in Zurich,
but failed in languages and zoology and botany. He had to go
to school in Aarau for a year to qualify. Here he lost his
aversion to school and became friendly. He took his diploma
in one year and was admitted to Polytechnic.

"During the year at the cantonal school Einstein had
become certain that the actual object of his interest was
physics and not pure mathematics..." Though the lectures
were not enlightened and very old-fashioned, they stimulated
Einstein to read Helmholtz, Kirchoff, Boltzmann, Max£x Maxwell,
and Hertz. He renounced interest in pure mathematics at that time,

thinking that the most primitive mathematical principles
would be adequate to formulate the fundamental laws of physics, ;

"the task that he had set for himself." Later it became
clear to him that the very opposite was the case: "that
for a mathematical formulation of his idea concepts derived
from a very highly developed type of mathematics were
required." (Page 20)

He had a hard time financially. He met Mileva Maritsch
whom he later married, a Greek Orthodox religionist, but
liberal, from southeastern Hungary, oppressed by Magyar
domination. She was a physicist also.

He lost a teaching position in a secondary school
tutoring two small boys in his boarding house, sons of a
teacher at elementary. He was a Swiss citizen, 21. This was
the time he went to the patent office for §/job. Probably his
inability to get another teaching position was due to the
fact that he was a carpetbagger, and, perhaps, that he was a

Notes from Einstein His Life and Times by Philipp Prank
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MATHEMATICS * ,-, Academic Activities

Excerpts and notes on Fifty Years of American
Mathematics by George D. Birkhoff, source: American
Mathemat ical Society Semicentennial Publications, Volume II:
Semicentennial Addresses.

Mathematical background in the United States: (p. 270):

George Washington was a scientifically-minded gentleman
farmer and a skilled surveyor, familiar with trigonometry.

Benjamin Franklin discovered experimentally the
electrical nature of the lightning discharge, theorized
concerning electricityas a fluid, add was interested enough
in mathematics to devise ingenious magic squares.

Thomas Jefferson regarded geometry and trigonometry
as "'most valuable to every man,'" algebra and logarithms as
"'often of value,'" while he classed "'conic sections, curves
of the higher orders, perhaps even spherical trigonometry,
algebraic operations beyond the 2d dimension, and fluxions'
as a "'delicious luxury'"; in his later years Jefferson spent

much of his time in mathematical reading, and was ever a
true friend of mathematics.

However, until the middle of the last century,
American^ interest in mathematics was "genteel and amateurish"
and the best of the mathematicians of those days looked
appreciatively toward Europe "without much thought of high
'emulation." (p. 270)

Benjamin Peirce, Professor of Mathematics at Harvard
College was the most eminent mathematician of

the period (published on algebra in the American Association
for the Advancement of Science in l86i|, and was the father of
pure mathematics in our country. (pp0 271-272) The other
scientists who used applied mathematics were taken by the
astronomers and the physicists and the chemists. P̂ i£ce,
4lOpe.* ..jstarted the trend toward abstract mathematics in pure
research,,

Education in general: Birkhoff agrees with Plexner
in his book Universities, "the Johns Hopkins University was
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the first American institution 'consciously devoted to the
pursuit of knowledge, the solution of problems, the critical
appreciation of achievement, and the training of men at a
really high level.'" (p. 2?3) This was, Birkhoff said,

7 despite the -opening of Yale University, iSIj.?, (Graduate
M School) and Harvard Universityk 1872. The great English

algebraist, James Joseph Sylvester, opened the Department of
|Mathematics at Johns Hopkins aH*x±H±:fe:ia£s& in l8?8 and

Si ^initiated the American Journal of Mathematics. Baltimore
has continued to be a canter of mathematical activity.

The founding of the American Mathematical Society (formerly
the New York Mathematical Society) in 1888 was the most
important/rSr^ttie development of mathematics in this
country. French and German mathematical traditions were
particularly well established ani of incomparable brilliancy
represented at that moment by Henri Poincare, the young
David Hilbert, and a number of others of very high rank.

, Italy and Scandanavian countries were flourishing. Yet fee
I European mathematicians had had no occasion to note the work
f of their American colleagues except for Poincare''s notice of

Hill's Lunar Theory, but failed to note peirce's algebraic
advances•

A number of young Americans studied abroad, came back
and initiated mathematical departments, notably at Ohicago
University. Chicago University originated in 1892. At

Ghicao-o was^Moore. At about the same time Osgooo. and Bftcher
lnspfeedWbyfn^r German sojourn and in particular by the great
Felix Klein of G&ttingen, bent their every effort to
strengthen the tradition at Harvard.

*'
Birkhoff's tribute to Henry Burchard Fine who had

studied under a famous- German mathematician and ais bringing
oromisin*young men to Princeton, in particular Eisenhart,
^en "anHelderburn: "From that day |̂  *^f^r

bee~n an important mathematical group at Princeton.
.impetus with the founding of the Institute for Advanced
Studv with the first appointments of Einstein, Veblen and

iWeyl in»ideal research posts.» "The others at the Institute
'have in general already obtained their doctor 's degree and

come to enjoy a period of uninterrupted study and research
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under favorable conditions. The Institute is fortunately able
\t only to augment its staff through distinguished temporary
| appointments, but also td> give partial financial support to
''many of those who come to study at the Institute."

BirkhQff's own biography: he came to Princeton in 1909
from fEe~~University of Chicago where he went in 1902 and
worked under Moore, a great mat hematician who studied the
Germans and inspired those who worked with him; then to
Hargard to learn more analysis, particularly from Osgood and
$ Bocher; then back to Chicago for more work with Moore on
analysis, studying Hilbert and others. In 190? he taught
at the University of'""Wisconsin, 1909 to Princeton. "The
'presence of Veblen, nearly of my own age, with large ideas
for American mathematics in general and for the Princeton
Department in particular, meant much to me during my three
years "there. Veblen was then completing his important
Frojective Geometry, volume 1, written in collaboration with
J0 W. Young, whom many will remember kindly,. It was my

, privilege to read' the book in page proof, and to learn of
I Veblen's geometric program and ideas directly from him in our
! frequent walks and talks together."

t

-- ( Thus/ne has selected Chicago, Cambridge^ and Princeton^-^1%-
\r special reference, though he concedes that American
I mathematics reaches beyond whqt may be found in any three

even ten centers.)

There are now (1938) 30 institutions where advanced
students of mathematics may go with advantage to study for
the doctorate, while only 50 years ago he was f creed to go
to Europe to secure adequate training. He lists the
univers itites , among which is the California Institute of
Technology, Brown University, etc., Rice Institute, the
great eastern universities, some of the middle western,
the University of Toronto In Canada. "All that is required
in many cases is that mathematicians in a position of
influence take the proper steps. As instances in point, I
would cite what was done by Pine at Princeton and by Harris
Hancock at Cincinnati," (p. 276)

Then he goes statistical. In 1888 there/were a mere
handful of competent mathematicians in the HHixsue United States;
whereas, now there is a body of over 2,000 American members
of our Society, between one and t w o hundred of whim have
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gone far beyond a doctoral dissertation to make important
additions to mathematical knowledge, and some forty and fifty
of them with established international reputations.

Cites those of leadership in the field: Moore, outstanding;
George Bruce Halsted, geometer who attracted two notable figures
L. E. Dickson and R. L. Moore. Also James Pierpont at ¥ale.
Also younger men besides those mentioned including Veblen:
G. A. Bliss, G. C. Evans, Lefschetz, Marston Morse,
J. P. Ritt, M. H. Stone, and Norbert Wiener.

\> - '•
A second group are those who have come from Europe in

the last twenty years, largely on account of various adverse
conditions, A large influx which has benefited American
mathematics greatly, some of them the greatest mathematicians
of Europe; a partial list: Art in, Boehner, Courant, Gronwall, *
Hille, van Kampen, Lefschetz, Levy, Menger, von Neumann,
Oystein, Ore, Rademacher, Rado , Shohat, Struik, Szasz, ^
Sze'gB, Tamarkin, Uspensky, Weyl, Whitehead, Wintner, Zariski. J/£

Thepe followed a caution that with the accession of these
Europeans, available opportunities for young American

mathematicians is certain to be lessened. "I believe we have
reached a point of saturation, where we must definitely avoid
this danger." (Of good young Americans being forced to take
lower positions).

One of the factors encouraging American universities to
strengthen their mathematical staffs is that no extraordinary
laboratory or library e-xpenses are incurred; furthermore,
mathematics is in a state of continual creative growth, ever
more important to engineer, scientist, and philosopher alike;
and excellent mathematicians from here and abroad are within
financial reach.

Statistics on education: In 1888 probably 200,000 students
in our high schools and preparatory school, in 1938 there are
between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 due to the unquestioning
belief in higher education in our country. Nearly 1,000
c'olleges, universities and advanced technical s chools hscxa
in the United States in 1938 serving half a million or more
students with plant representing billions of dollars of
endowment, but of them some^j£o_meet the exacting requirements
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of approval by the Association of American Universities.

The American Mathematical Society has a membership of over
2,000 persons. The Mathematical Association of America,
devoted primarily to the interests of collegiate mathematics,
has nearly 2$OQ members. Between two and :ETiree thousand
mathematical teaching positions in our higher institutions
with an average salary which he estimates lies between two
and three thousand dollars;' therefore about six miliioris o£ dollars
which goes each year to the support of higher mattenatics .

I
Burdens of these positions: He learned in 1921; from

Fields at Toronto that the American professor was the worst
treated of all.

In 1938 of
lEKtay Harvard had been able to reduce the amount/the

teaching and tutorial, routine of the regular mathematical staff
to six hours a week, of which only three hours are devoted to
raore or lees elementary mathematical instruction, '•'•'his

affords an opportunity for research. These conditions
.obtain in a fj$w institutions. Twelve hours of instruction a

week, including at least one course of advanced grade is
about all that" can be required if the best standards of
scholarship are to be expected. Hours of instruction should
be reduced to not more than nine, and if there are heavy
outside duties, there should be a compensating diminution
in teaching.

American periodicals are important to this. He lists
them (p. 278). There are seven affording excellent facilities
for the publication of original articles. There is only one
of them, the Journal of Mathematics and. Physics, directed
toward applied mathema.tics~. In book form the Colloquium
Publications and a similar new series in contemplation by 9
the Institute for Advanced Study afford an opportunity here. /
The National Academy, of Sciences publishes shortef- articles,
so doe-s the Rice Institute Pamphlets, but the American
commercial publishing business i^JLf not concerned with
significant mathematical books as xsc the European. (p. 279)

Then there follows an analysis of significant mathematical *"h
advances which have Jaeen made in America during the last 5>0 years,
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an outline, including logic, algebra, analysis, geometry and
applied mathematics. (p. 280 f f . ) These are fairly
detailed accounts, and they give Individual credit for
developments in the various fields,, (pp« 280-313.)

He classes as applied mathematics that which seems to
be closely connected with physics or some other branch of

/\. "inasmuch as most of the so-called 'pure' ^
mathematics of the present day was at one time 'applied, ' ••/,
the term is a very vague one. Nevertheless, the field of
applied mathematics always will remain of the first order of
importance Inasmuch as it indicates those directions of
mathematical effort to which nature herself has given approval.

,. *

fi
\, American mab hematic ians have shown in the

last fifty years a disregard for this most authentically
justified field of all. It was remarked at the outset that
the American tradition was at first of quite the opposite
character." He recalled only six Americans deeply concerned
with applied mathematics in the usual sense, of whom four were
brought up
Murnaghan,

in the great British tradition:
Robertson, Synge, and Tolman.

Bateman,
Brown was

Brown,
the

world's foremost lunar theorist; Tolman is to be regarded
as primarily as physical chemist. All six had an extremely
broad scientific outlook. The narie s of Bateman and Tolman
will always be mentioned among those who were closest in spirit
to the special theory of relativity at the time of ±iac its
discovery. Bateman has added to classical electromagnetic
theory.,, Tolman has contributed to the relativistic theory of
the expanding universe in xtfiich he has shown his daring
speculative spirit. Other comments as to the others are
included. (p. 313)

Excerpts and notes on Fifty Years of American Mathematics, etc.
^See page one of this memo for more detail) by George D.
Birkhoff. From File 1-12
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^1888-1956

MIERANY, DAVID Biographical

Born Bucharest, Rumania, January 1, 1888.

Education: Ph. D. and D. Sc. London School of Economics and
Political Science.

Career: Editorial staff of The Manchester Guardian, 1919-1922;
Assistant European Editor of the Carnegie endowment's
Economic and Social His to ry of the World War.

Formerly lecturer on politics University of London

Visiting Professor in government, Harvard, 1931-1933;
Dodge Lecturer, Yale, 1932;
Permanent member Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, Advisor on international affairs to
Lever Brothers;

Who's Who

-71
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1900

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI

Graduate School established 1900 by Trustees on urgings
of faculty led by Andrew P. West, famou^ professor of the classics
who was elected its dean0 Wilson in 1902 praised the
accomplishment and announced his determination to make it
strong and great. Wanted it in the very heart of University
campus. (After quad fight lost in 1908). Established first
at Merwick estate off Bayard Lane, 1§05« Preceptorial system
and reorganization of councils conflicted in raising funds,,
West wanted 15 professorships. The "quad" fight was
interposed by Wilson and alienated West, Pyne, Grover Cleveland.
One reason for loss of Q,uad fight .

Graduate school fight very ambiguous as far as Wilson's
positions and tactics were concerned. He was finally defeated
by death of I. Wyirax Wyman and latter's bequest of $2,000,000
to $3*000,000 for graduate school under Dean West. His resignation
was requested by West faction of Trustees, Oetober 20, 1910,
as he ran for Governoj^ of New Jersey*

Link, AS. Wilson, The Ho ad to the White House, 1946, pp. 59-90

Y

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

LINK, ARTHUR S. (Author)

WILSON, WOODROW

Educational Institutions

Biographical

Prom Arthur S. Link's Wilson, The fioad to the White House,

Wilson's letter re: academic politics:

MI don't want you to suppose that when I was nominated
for Governor of New Jersey I emerged from academic seclusion,
where nothing was known of politics...I confide in you as I
have already confided to others—that as compared with the
college politician, the real article seems like an amateuro"

The letter was originally quoted by Henry B. Needham,
Woodrow Wilson's Views, Outlook, August 26, 1911, page 94-0.

Prom Wilson, The Road to the White House, by Arthur S. Link, 19i|.6,
page 91
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO Educational Institutions

University of Chicago founded in 1890 under the
leadership of President Harper by John D. Rockefeller. (See
Laing's appreciation of Harper's travel abroad for study to
make the best possible start). The University of Chicago has
always been pre-eminently a graduate school, a university,
according to j&fefaBTff-feftf Today it has approximately 5500
graduate students and 1700 college students. Its present
organization is basically for undergraduates, two years of
general work in the college, after which the student begins
specialization by entering one of the departments under the
disciplines which he d.oes in his junior year. Normally students
take the required four years for graduation and the usual one
year for the Masters ana rarely less than three years for the
Ph. D. on top of that and frequently more. But it is possible

I with the cons ent of faculty for a student to eliminate the A. B.
\e entirely and take the Masters and the Ph. D., somewhat,
; I presume, as it is under the existing plan at Hopkins.

Faculties of the two schools are separate, the graduate
and the undergraduate. There is no overlap. Whale the courses
of the junior and senior years are specialized courses, they are

still college courses and taught by college faculty. The
ratioof teachers to students is the highest in the country
^effast^Sa thinks approximately one to four. This is in the
college. There are no large lecture courses in the basic
subjects, and as a matter of fact no large lecture courses
anywhere except in certain academic fields such as, for
instance, tdasc a great broad freshaan or sophomore cqurse
on man and science. (See the catalogues which
sending me for this).

The University, Kimpton, presant chancellor says, set a
history ''alt ernat ing periods of innovation and retrenchment.
Hutchins was president and chancellor for 22 years (-^resident
1929-45* chancellor 19ij.5-5l. Became president when he was 30).
Left the University in debt and tough financial situation because
he had expanded creating permanent faculty for government
projects, in one case a substantial amount which was withdrawn,
the Manhattan.,Project, leaving the Faculty to b e absorbed
otherwise. At prVsent fisSSg&j^rr thinks that three laboratories
in nuclear physics: one, the Fermi, another the ^ ^ 2 « « f c U^f,*,
and a th±* d together wi th other broad federal grants for T
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research in certain fields accounts for approximately 25,out
of the $50,000,000 annual budget in the University. The
Argone Laboratory federal subvention is $18,000,000 a year.

Medical school is a part of the Department of Biology.

Undergraduate student body is controlled by rigorous
[examination and is mostly on scholarships, many granted by
I the University of Chicago itself. The University has a

tremendous endowment, although not as large as Harvard's —
s^me thing in the neighborhood of $140,000,000 BffiffiST&Ja^thinks,
&e&l&fy£sg[ is asking the registrar or admissions officer of the
University, a personal friend of his, to send me as much
material as he can on the present organization and historical
organization of the University.

Bernard Meinberg conversation with Mrs. Stern
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TRUSTEES Corporation

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION Foundations

John Do RockeJSLler, Sr. established 4e R. I. M. R. in
1901, the G. E. B. in 1903, the Rockefeller Foundation in 1913,
the Laura Spellman Memorial Fund in 1915. John D. Rockefeller,
established the I. E. B. in 1923.
John D. Rockefeller, Sr. was named as a trustee to the Rockefeller
Foundation and was listed as occupying that office from
1913-1923 during which he never attended a meeting.

Fosdick says (Story of the Rockefeller Foundation, p. 11)
"JD.R. Sr. had proved to his own satisfaction that the most
effective way of accomplishing the results he had in mind
was to place funds at the disposal of independent boards of
trustees, made up of the most experienced men he could find*
Once chosen, these trustees were given a free hand to select
their officers and carry on their work. 'I have not had the
hardihood', said Mr. Rockefeller in 1909, 'even to suggest how
people so much more experienced and wise in those things
than I should work out the details even of those plans with
which I have had the honor to be associated.'" He did not
allow himself to b e a trustee of the Rockefeller Institute

the General Education Board, or the Sanitary Commission, and

his service as trustee for the Foundation was only in a
technical sense, and it ultimately secured from Rockefeller
a small hospital of 6% beds in which there was clinical
practice linked with intensive research into pathology. It
was an institution not for training but for research; therefore
it was natural that the R. I. M. R. admitted no fellows who
had not already taken their high degree. Their work proceeded
from that point on.

John D. Rockefeller, Jr. renounced his father's business
around 1910, became President of the Rockefeller Foundation
1913-1917, and Chairman of the Board 1917-1939. He was
trustee of the R. I. M. R. from 1901 to the present; trustee
of the General Education Board 1902-1939, Chaiiman of the
Board 1936-1939; Rockefeller Foundation trustee 1913-19ij.O,
Chairman of the Board 1917-1914-0.

Information from Who ' s Who
and Story of the Rq eke f e Her Foundation by Raymond Fosdick
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SMITH, DAVID EUGENE Biographical

501 West 120 Street, New York, New York.

Professor mathematics, Columbia University, 1902-26.

President American Mathematical Society, 1920-1921, etc,
etc.

Who Was Who in America, Volume II, 19l|3-1950
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BENEFITS (T1AA) Academic Personnel

CARNEGIE FOUM5ATIGN FOR THE Foundations
ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING

PRITCHETTS HENRY S. Biographical

Carnegie gounded the Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching about 1903' and endowed it with $10,000,000, to
provide for the old age of professors engaged in higher
education.

The letter sent to the Trustees on founding said
Carnegie had "reached the conclusion that the least rewarded
of all the professions is that of teacher in our higher
educational institutions. Very few, indeed, of our colleges
are able to [provide pensions] the consequences are grevious«>
Able men hesitate to adopt teaching a s a career, and many
old professors whose places should be occupied by younger
men cannot be retired." (p« 89)

The first plan failed. Carnegie gave it 05,000,000 more.
It was not actuarially sound. It was not a contributory system.

It provided a maximum pension of $4,000 which bythe time
Fiexner was w riting had been reduced to $1,500. Pritchett
who was its manager or president was bitterly criticized.
Certain restrictions were difficult of administration:

(1) Did not apply to ////denominational colleges or
universities nor to state colleges or universities.

(3) In determining what were colleges and universities
arbitrary measurements "Carnegie Unit" was set up providing
that four years of high school was uniform requirement.

Conflicts in administration: Princeton was loosely
spoken of as Presbyterian and Yale as Congregational,
Chicago University as Baptist (founded by Rockefeller)„

Princeton was not denominational by the time the
Carnegie Foundation was established. (P. 96) HstzacxRjixjsE
Neither Harvard nor Yale was nor the University of Chicago.
State universities had not mace provisions for pensions.
Colleges and universities w ere growing rapidly. By 1909 it
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was apparent that the work could not "be done even in accord
with t he relaxed standards which the dropping of the
denominational and s tate college proscriptions made possible.
The Carnegie C orp&ration c ontributed something over 012,000,000
more.

In 1918 the TIAA, a ^ legal reserve life insurance
company was incorporated, made possible through a grant in
1917 by Carnegie Corporation of New York of 01,000,000 for
capital and surplus with subsequent large additional gifts--
provided for a contributory system and contracts for
individual professors at economical rates. In addition to
retirement annuities several forms of life insurance at
reduced rate were procurable.

The impossibility of the administration of the
denominational prohibition which evidently did obtain in the
case of the incorporated TIAA. Chicago University while founded

by Mr. Rockefeller as largely and statutorily Baptist,
srtansn

was no longer so. "Indeed the University of Chicago had
from the very first been conceived by President Harper as
JLi^4itflti;a Of Ieara3-ng and the Faculty contained Jews and
Christians of many denominations." (p. 97) 3^
The ban was removed from state universities 1908

Flexner, AbrahamufigSShy PIS ̂  Mtchett, a biography
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Plexner and Aydelotte. ( f~&. - A r T~, i ̂ ")

They had first met when A. was teaching English at Boys H. S.

ana aspired to becone a Rhodes Scholar. L905 was last yr he cold

apply because of age. AP counseled him on learning Greek and L.

and A. passed, became R.S. and in 1916 Amer. Seĵ for Rh Pellows.

Always felt sense of gratitude — learned. German, Prence and Ital

same method. 1923 A. read a paper by P. : Pactors of ochool S

Brot them back in touch, and Af asked A. if wd be Chri:1 natl Com

financed by GEB on teaching English in US. A ecu Idnt ac. Sv\l' and

honors system. P interested; first endowment raising 192i|-5t GEB

five year giftf20M; ̂ o M: and 3 |60 Ms. Cond. SW Ba Mgrs wd raise

money to continue. They did: two ^2 millions, 1929 ana 1930;

ana then $l± million by 1935> largely by AP'S aid. Great gratituae.

Rel. close ivhen A rec'd P for Rh Tr iViem. Lectures. A in trcu

them; had gone to Egypt (see -^lanshara) : ret'a to near last H Lee.

Evidently knew confid. of AP'S leaving GEb--clips only. r>ut

immed. P. ret'd to US July summoned A to Ahrriic, and wrote plan

for Eastman Pfshp '.'7/28/28) By early 1929 completed. (AP said he

bailed PA outi on that one; PA talked big at Oxford 1928) (eastman

also helped 3w) PA's troubles with SIV must have continued, for in

Jan (30th?) 1932 he went to Mexico and England for 6 mo and diant

return till Sept. When he returned AP put G.S. Monitor article

on him so he would leanr IAS. jtfeyl fiasco interrupted completion.

Little corresp. 1933» but A sent note 10/2/33 that hoped opening

was peaceful and hopeful. AP thanked. AP had tonsillectomy June

which kept him ""alto more than a month. Went to Ahmic July 2 still

ill, feeling wellphysically but slow mentally, which Simon had predicted,

had invited As in April. Visit deferred to coincide with Woodwards

abt 7/22 or 3- Meanwhile P in bind with LB and CP on Weyl. Long talk

re IAS and decision suggest PA as successor. (This was time of fiGHt

over fraternities, a time og hazard for PA because alumni out to get
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him. •L'his also might have had something to do with Af 8/1/33 to LB

But apparently worked out ok. A? told him everything apparently,

even about showdown with AE. (PA had agreed with AF that Ai, should

have come to IAS for Oct opening--a fool not to, and had sent

Spectator satire on guard incident at Corner)

After Aug. 1933 ciid V. suspect FA the successorV '̂or he cult-

ivated FA assiduously. But perhaps only because of weyl lectures at

Sw 10/27/33 thr Nov. Fri nights. I*)y guess is he didr-.t know FA was

chosen successor.

L93& saw AF try to get Assoc. Dir. or understudy past fac.

Yr 4.1 so S" fac. recommended AF for LLD and selected him over AE for

commencement address. Did AF gitee it? Also I)./5/31+ shows A1'' and

FA made up lists of Rhodes Scholars, and that probably AF was resp.

for picking FF.

No mention in file of el. of V. Trustee IAS. But name Corn

chgd from Site to Bldgs and Grds.

Then row over Marschak. FF declares mar on AF 12/17/31+ by sending

file corresp. w/AF to FA. (AF had talked to FA March IS31+ re FF

"ungentlernanly letters pact 2/21 ana had written:" My long talk

with you was very heartening ana helpful, ana I want you to realize

how I apprec. your constant and willing coop." 3/%/3<tl ^ee FF file

for- most of 1931+ ad 35 FA stuff. AF signed off on Marschak 12/12/31+

somewhat rnisrep'tg Adams to EH saying spring better, when actually

Adams said M. was being consiaered for readership ana might lose it.

AF had applauded FA for schueking off directorships etc 1933-

Yet he wrote FA 6/3/36 he deld commencement address iDowa U. ana

was "tryi'g to ride six horses at once." Became illhad to postpone

dinner to Madariaga March 1937. AF wrote terrible letter to H-»-T

vs FDR on court-pack saying better make a Hitler iieichstag ana be

done with it. FA evidently shocked.
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AF saw LB and GP Aug 37 at Murray Bay remoney. Hopes see FA, but

evidence febrile speed- AF. Saw LB and GF again 9/20. Meets FA

9A:2 after.

'•L'hen came AF's letter to Fa (and LW) 1/13/38, with AF's conclus-

ion they all agreed, but overlooking A's note of caution f ac . need

-ea csom consultation. (FA again atway from 3W--at Kuntington

doing Seamen )

Af wanted FA Ahmic but 1A couldnt get away from Quaker mtg.

8/11/38 AF to FA on Konenkov's bust AE makes first mention AF of

AE'S greatness, which, he sajs, ought to be commemorated at IAS, tho

he didnt promote bust- -Judge Lehman did. Hopes other paintings and

busts will be presented to IAS"to keep names familiar as time rolls on."

(Little did he reckon on Kitty) WWS is coining to Ahmic to talk econ.

AF saw LB flor li days last week; he is "definitely better."

Nov. 1938 AF writes FA confid. that Fermi coming to US, and AF

will ask LB to finance him to IAS,, "Lift Amer. scholarship to

higher level . "

Then FA notes to AF 2/21/39 indicating Af ready to retire.

Later in Nov. Anne F. in hosp. (JH^writes FA that she hadnt slept

single night thru after she and AF retd from (Nassau or Bahamas)

aK±x on St Patrick's day and learned what Fac . had done while away.

This indicates that F ready retire but got dander up and tried
^~>/

to postpone it« FA ended account gleaned from old diaries etc with

statement "I clont know how to express gratitude to your\ feel for

all incidents I have recorded."

, 3?Then FAs to Ahmic ejzMxJsfocjfHHfcx. 7/3 / as FA writes Maass; stay

one week. On 7/25/AF asks FA write a book for 3&S on "how to GET

an Educ . at College. " \ But FA too busy otherwise. Lectures and Mexioj

etc. Then 8/12/39 AF resigned eff, Oct. (NA) 8/25 AF wires to see WWS

"Stewart coming home, Have canvassed entire rnatterw ith him.

Suggest you arrange confer w/him. Affectionate greet ings ana. deep
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Appreciation .

Absent anything r.^ore before Ba. mtg. 10/1? AF to FA on ^eblen

and. AF'S long talk with. him. V. silent. WWS called V "a queer duci$

w/ a twisted mind." AP says discussions with Houghton by f ac . reseated

V hoped to be Director. In effect warns PA vs. V. (.out PA had to

learn h irnself, poor fellow) shortly after he dismisses AP cautions

V. on landscaping, AP leaves sicg: for Wrnsburg. See telegram exch

10/16 and 10/18 after PA frees himself from S w . ^hrono. See record

of AP's efforts to support Pa with his friends Pred iveppel, Dodds,

etc. Woodward letter. "I said to Dodds that you have one great

advantage over me—you are in your own right a scholar, ana can

be onfe of the humanistic group. I, alas, have never been a

scholar, for 2 yrs at the JH between 188̂ -6 do not produce

scholarship -tho they do produce and did produce a reference for it

wh.ch I am now leaving in safe keeping with you . "11/15/39

Gorresp. in FA-»-AF file skcarce after 19l|-2, as estrangere nt

evidently came about which reached climax 19l|J-|. probably as result

of viMS1 s still-born revolution. PA'S cola letter to AP OH talking t

^0 Fanofsky violating ethics of a Trustee.

5/3/1+6 PA condolence to AP on aeath Simon. PA replies first

he had. "Simon and I were more than brothers. We were friena s and

collaborators, '̂or the last 60 yrs we worked together. I shall

raiss him deeply." ( AP then 80)

AP -ind PA arranged to;.et togetner in 19l|9 to say what they

couldnt T^rite about what was happending at IAS,

5/13/V:; AF in ̂ T̂ taking course in fine arts at ^ol . Galled

"the burr under the sactale of Amer. education."

Anne's death 1/11/55 â d. her successful plays.

Last letter PA to API 0/9/53 off to get KBE from Queen. M
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Educational Institutions

Preceptors held rank of Assistant Professor and voted in
faculty meetings .

Link, A. S. Wilson The Road to the White House, 19ij.6, p» I(.9
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t appears clear that A. Flexner was ferooraed jfifwis by WHW
and SF for the handling of a raedical program at x&&x GEB.
It was Gates who started ball rolling, however. He reasr Osier's
Principle]* and practice of ̂ e/dicine in 1$97» apparently through
suggestion of a young friend. Impelled by conviction that
medicine must progress to take care of more than the three
or fiour diseases it could handle then, he stimulated through
Holt and others in Boston and welch creation of the Laboratories
which later became the RIMR. Welch on Bd.ScTrustees. Not
idle. Chairman.

In 190? MeGill asked help of GEB to rebuild two fei&gx labs
recently burned down. Asked Scientific Trustees of RIMR for
recommendation. Welch laid out in full a program for raed. ed.
£. 28? fl/elch said that med. schs shuld be on university basis—
1907—but that meant the pre-clinicalsciences only, for he said
that Hvd, Gol. JH and Western Reserve of Cleveland were on such
basis then—certainly not clinicians.

In answering Gates' request he wrote that any modern med.
inst warranted Rockefeller support. SP says "Welch was obviously
trying to influence the R s into taking up on a large scale
the support of -%ier. raed. "ed. and science." 288 SP wrote of
RIMR

"unly an exceptional person, of course, is gifted with
the power to extend knowledge, but a much larger number of
persons can, under direction, add to the sura total...The
power of the more gifted was enlarged through the use of

secured/ the less,and the incidental training/by the latter became a
valuable asset in the educational expansion of the country" 290
The RIMR got under way slowly--bt could have been f aster if
it had brought men with great reputations from abroad, but
that was not considered. The idea was to develop Amer. med.
and Amer. science.291

Welch 1907 reply Gates:
A med. sch. should be an integral part of a university—

it should be on a university basis and completely controlled
by trustees of univ. Teachers to be supported by salaries
paid by univ. fcyof not by a division of students' fees. Must
already have laboratories and engage in productive research.
Teachers must be chosen for ability to research and to teach
yo^ng men to become independent investigators. Schools must
have advanced requirements for matriculation of students—
either a college degree or college science--biol., chem, physics.
Then followed statement quoted By SP in third paragraph above,
followed by "No one can-tell how much effect this letter had
on later developments that were to bring the Hockefeller-

tndowed bds*most effectively into the very activities Welch
ecribed, but the time was ntot yet ripe." Nothing given McGill
and the Bd Sc. Dir. not again called on for advice (as Gates
hadintimated they would be.)

|P uy tt. rv- ii ii .H iS if ̂ fe| m \.
/Welch and site's were corresponding on endowment to pay sal-

aries clinicians late 1910 and early 1911. "elch submitted 2
proposals. uates declined to handle on ground that ha, was too
tired t<3> handle it. i£w 1/30/11- SP anS JPP p. Then comes
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Plexner's "apocryphal" story of being summoned by Gates and
asked what he wd do with $1 million. Even tho Flexner was
busy, still with CFAT--survey W. Europe which he was qriting—
publ d in 1912—when *̂atea was supposed to have summoned him.
Morelikely 'welch summoned him on receivngng Dates' letter 1/30/11.
Flexner went to Balto—borrowed from CFAT—and by March 30, 1911
had completed his report on SM Balto and taken it down there
for discussion. And so his story was really apocryphal, as
Posdick said, but since Simon had quoted AP in WHW^and the Heroic
Age of Amer. &ed. he had to leave it ±fyt But Simon gave-the
full story of WHW and p-T showing that WhH was working on
Q-ates before AP did. Gracefully done by a fond brother and
a faithful biographer.

By March 7A913 while Af in ̂ urope on prostitution survey,
Buttrick had written him saying that JDR^r close friend of Simon
wanted him to come to GEB. See Auto. pp. 109ff, and!2lj..
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CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMEM1
OP TEACHING Foundations

FIEXNER, A. Biographical

PRITGHETT

Account makes plain that through A. M. A. through a Council
on Medical Education was conducting from 1902 a survey of medical
schools. In 1907 the Council framed a score card of 10 topics
and made a personal survey of some of the 155 medical schools
of U. S. and Canada of which only 5 required 2 years or more of
college work for admission. Invited Pritchett to see the exhibit«
Here he seized the ball and insisting to his board that this was
a problem in education. Got the Bulletin $4. survey made. Later he
gave fulsome praise to a ctistress«£and recalcitrant A. M. A0

(pp. 107-8), though later as Pritchett lectured on the report he
got many converts„ Pritchett looked to concept that work be done
by a layman for laymen,,

S. gritchett
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J.
FLEXNER, A. Biographical

a

Burden of Flexner's ¥h_e_ American College published, by
The Century Company in Gctober, 1908.

\\r finds the American colleges failj.ng, ..... to_turn out
qualified graduates. He asks whether it's the fault of the
graduates, and finds that it is not. He analyzes the various
criticisms, and disagrees violently with those who oppose the
elective system. He pointed out that even in Germany where
the impact kaksiBJEHxx of science and democracy had not been as
clearly felt as in America, the classics are loosing as the
disciplines which create men and scholars. But where science
and democracy have free play, the classics aren't even a good
arbitrary discipline any longer] although ^'lexner concedes
the need for arbitrary disciplines in education.

"The college can never again be restricted to conservatiSiK
of a hard-and-fast type, individual and social. It has become
one Qf the main agents of progress and change.

"Structurally the college that now accommodates interests
so various consists o¥-~,.a large number of highly specialized

and separate departments, each striving to be more or less
completely representative of its own field: aiks department
of physics, a department of classics, a department of history,
a department of mathematics, add so forth. They no longer
all revolve around a central sun; they do not even freely
intersect. R&ther the several departments lie side by side
of equal dignity with each other. The entire structure is
capped by professional and technical schools of law, medicine,

£f- engineering, agriculture, and so forth. One or another of
these features may be absent or rudimentary; but all together
they form the structural ideal toward which the American college
unmistakably strives." (pp. 29-30)

The degree for four years of undergraduate work in the
university usualty is still the B. A., Bachelor of Arts,
although a few have given Bachelors of Science and Bachelor of
Literature, but they are vague and ill-defined as distinguished
from the Bachelor of Arts.

He defends the modern college with the elective system
b as impartial, ̂atholic^democratic as against the old classical

tradition which, Cone*̂  created KHXK cast*, among scholars, and,
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(two\d its chief emphasis in aesthetieism.

Harvard, Michigan and Cornell, frankly and unequivocally " ~3~
went for the elective system. Yale and Princeton went for it
equivocally and gradually. Ftener congratulafc es Princeton
on~the preceptorial system and Mkig Chicago on its new system,

, but enough has not been realized from either to judge of its
worth, (pp, ij.2-If.ij.)

He makes a general criticism of the inefficiency of the
elective system which he says lies in its failure to influence
secondary education which leads to it. The elective system
mis-conceives the student and ignores the compulsery character
of the correlations through which allai$ed subjects buttress
each other. (p. 15?)

He discussed the preceptorial system at Princeton, saying
that the fasksx tutor's work rather supplements or illustrates
the general lectures, and the tutor is not expected to go over
the gound covered by the lectures. The professor thus has
responsibility for expounding the principles, and tfoe tutor has none,

but the tutors enjoy a genuine pedagogical opportunity0
Flexner does not see that it offers any sound or adequate
sub-structure. The professors' lectures are still the backbone
of departmental work, and only the examination determines
whether the student has properly apprehended them. The
preceptor, he says, ranks decidedly higher than the assistant
in dignity and salary. His grade is practically equivalent
to that of assistant professor.

Remedy and recapitulation. Summarization of Flexner's
position. "The American college is wisely commited to a broad
and fbxible scheme of higher education through which each
individual may hope to procure the training best calculated
to realize his maximum effectiveness. The scheme fails for
lack of sufficient insight: in the first place because the
preparatory school routine devised by the college suppresses
±acxj.osckxHka:ixiix:a:xKml±agHs: is just what the college assumes it

r., will develop; in the second place, because of the chaotic
L condition of the college curriculum; finally^ because research

;, has largely appropriated the resources of the college,
i substituting the methods and interests of highly specialized
investigation for the larger objects of college teaching.
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"The way out lies, as I see it, through the vigorous
reassertion of the priority of the college as such...
Historically Yale, Columbia, Harvard, Princeton are colleges.
The Be A. and not the Ph0 D. is, and has always been, the

college man0 The college has been richly endowed...
The graduate school is a late development: a proper beneficiary
of the college surplus, if such there be, not the legitimate
appropriator of the lion's share of its revenues.

"I mean neither to depreciate nor to disparage graduate
work; to the extent of advocating a more exclusive treatment
of its privileges, a more itorngk thorough fitness for its
opportunities, I am doing just the reverse. But I insist
that rapidly won distinction as research centres is no
compensation for college failure. The diversion of college
resources to graduate uses is defensible on the theory that
college work is antiquated or superfluous: but this plea can
hardly be urged, at a time when the graduate schools themselves
suffer from sighted college work." (page 21̂ -217)

Throughout, Flexner points out that the acceptance of
too many s tudents has resulted in the lecturership flanked by

contact of the students through assistants who, even if they
could, dare not point out the superficiality of the students'
understanding of what has been told them in lectures. The
lecturer becomes farther and farther removed from the students
and their understanding0 The whole system contributes cram
and mechanical passing of examinations, ergo, the lack of
knowledge on the part of the students.

Flexner then attacks college organization of the daye
Both the President and the Dean responsible for the direction
of the college lack time and s cope. The President is busy with
administrative, executive, financial and representative dutiest

His interests are less pedagogical. The dean who t akes
his place lacks pedagogical authority. HisX office has
become increasingly clerical, hortatory, and punitive. He
keeps records. His contact with the students is mostly
occasioned by the latter's d&linqufcney.

, The successful functioning of the elective system
I depends upon a preparatory system of education in which the
capacities of the child to learn and to judge are developecU
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The spirit of competition for students among
colleges and universities does nothing but remove the
realization of this happy hope. It renders further
improbably contact between teacher and pupil. Pedagogical
problem can only be solved if enrollment is reasonably
limited.

Notes on Plexner's book, /'The American College*
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xl'909-1956

STEWART, W. W. Biographical

Material from Who's Who on Stewart. Piled in Xsziisadt
Chronological file under 1909-1956.

Who's Who
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STEWART ,_ WAI/FEE 1. , economist', b. Manhattan, Kan., May 24, 1885;

s. Albert Alexander and Ella (Winne) S.j A.B., U. of Mo., 1909; studied

U. of Mich, and Columbia; LL.D., U. of Mo., 1932, Dartmouth Coll., 1933;

m. Helen Wynkoop, of St, Louis, Mo., July 1912; children - Albert IT.,

Helen A., Walter A. Instr. economics, U. of Mo., 1910-11, IJ. of Lfich.,

1911-12; asst. prof, economics, U. of Mo., 1913-15; prof, economics,

Amherst Coll., 1916-22; mem. price sect. War Industries Bd., 1918; dir.

Div. of Research and Statistics, Federal Reserve Bd., 1922-25; v« p. Case,

Pomeroy & Co., investment securities, 1926-27, chmn. bd. since 1930;

economic adviser to Bank of England, 1928-30; apptd. Nov. 1931, Am. mem.

spl. advisory com., Bank of Internat. Settlements, to investigate ability

of Germany to resume reparations payments under the Young plan. Trustee
* *>

Rockefeller Foundation, General Edn. Bd., Institute for Advanced Study,

Bennington Coll. Mem. Am. Econ. Assn., Am. Statis. Assn., Phi Beta Kappa.

Home: Far Hills, H. J. Office: 120 Wall St., Hew York, !•!. Y.

- $"0

\ S 3
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ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
( GENE RAL EDUC AT I ON BOA 3D ) Foundat i ons

FLEXNER, A. , Biographical

Flexner went to the General Education ̂ oard in 1913
just as he finished his study of prostitution in Europe0

The General Education ̂ oard was founded in 1902, the
first of the great "^luerican strictly educational foundations.
It had ŝ EHHgxt:K(xmxiks; been preceded by the Peabody Education
Fund created by George Peabody, an American banker living
in London, greatly interested in Southern education following
the Civil War, also by the Southern Education ^oard,
consultative body without financial resources, but by no
means without influence; by the Slater Fund, devoted to
improving the condition of 'Negro schools, and by one or two
other similar bodies «, Rockefeller was a Baptist, and had been
making contributions to colored schools and Baptist colleges
through an agency known as the Baptist Education Society
whose funds were supplied by Mr. Rockefeller. Later Rockefeller
gave funds to the General Education Board — the University of

ghicago, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research. In doing this, he had
divested himself of all responsibility which thereafter
rested upon the officers and trustees of these organizations.

Frederick T. Gates, young Baptist clergyman, had. been
Mr. Rockefeller's most important counsellor and agent, Gates
was a great executive, a large scale operator, with an
original and creative mind. He chose for his assistant,
Dr. Wallace Buttrick, who had been a fellow student at the
Baptist Theological Seminary at Rochester, New York
Buttrick complemented Gates' qualities. Buttrick was slow
and gentle o He had been a railway mail clerk, and then had
gone to the Theological Seminary . They were complete
contrasts. Gates was incisive, ana at times emotionalo
But?±?rick was shrewd, diplomatic, canny and humorous, and
could bide his time.

T / U j v »It was Buttrick who reached for Flexner .

"When I joined the General Education ^oard, its work ***** i
was practically confined to the increase of college endowments
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farm demonstrations, the improvement of JMegro education,
and the development of state departments of education in

the southern states competent to discharge ansix their varied
and important f unctions „ " There was not a full-time
Superintendent of Education in any southern state at that time.
There were no southern public school systems of the kind which
exist now, or existed then north of the Ohio Itiver.

"Dr. Buttrick treated me first as an equal, then after-
wards as a son." (page Sllj.) Though he had been there a short
time, Plexner's salary at Buttrick' s insistence was made
equal to his.

In order to familiarize himself with the work of the
General Education Board, ^'lexner undertood to wri te a history
of it from 1902-191(4-. Buttrick aided him. There is no
mention in his memoir of his urgence of annual reports. (See
his interview in November,

Staff of the General Education ^oard when Flexner went
in in 1913 consisted of Dr, Buttrick and w . to. Brierly, then

Buttrick's secretary, and now Secretary to the General
Education Board, Dr. Sage and two colored, boys, later
W/cliffe Rose, Raymond B. Posdick, Georve E. Vincent,
who had been an important figure at the University of Chicago/
in Harper's time, in 191? became President of the Rockefeller
Foundation. lia^±t!^xteK8XKisxkscs^xi2txkkg^^xx^xxj^ Rose had
been Professor Philosophy in Tennessee, head of the Peabody

and Slater Funds, organizer of victory in the campaign
against hookworm in the southern states. FOsdick had written
a book on European police systems. He knew President
well, and Wilson used # him toorganize training camp
activities W. W. I. Fosaick became powerful advocate of

America's entry in the League of Nations. He was made
President of the Rockefeller Foundation.
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While he was at the General Education board, ^'lexner' s
interest gravitated toward medical education. "For a
while, medmcal education was our most active interest,,"

!_ Remember by Abraham '̂lexner
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19 16

^oseph ^orfman intimates it was T.V.'s influence over WW^
latter write Financin g Hevolu t ions in ^exico, published in the
journal ..of ^ol. Economy . J. P. Morgan was head of International
Bankers1 Committee on Mexico.

"'When in the course of pjman events it becomes expedient
for a oeople to dissolve the economic bands which have con-
nected them with their wast, a decent resoect to the ot>in-
ions of the investing classes requires that they should
recognize all outstanding obligations. These classes,
having been endowed with certain inalienable rights, among
which are their claims to the virgin resources beneath
the sufCace of their lands, are entitled to the orotfection
of the law both at home and abroad. To secure these
rights governments are instituted among wen.1

"As to the treatment of foreign investments, 'here...as
elsewhere in matters of finance, the final appeal is to the
investment bankers...The investment bankers act with the
decisiveness and finality of those who control the source
of supply.'"

Before they PPSS on the apolication for funds

"' the existing Mexican government will be expected^to
validate outstanding obligations in addition to mskedng
new pledges... Investors of all countries unite for the
final conquest of Mexico.1"

Tf
From jhorstein .Teblen/. ..andĵ ŝ jtoierica
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. ueational Institutions

A.WELQTT: , F. Biographical

Aydelotte American Secretary for Rhodes $ Trust and
Ay<3©lotte*s stewartsfaip.

P>eo Vertical fil© under ^E^ for Rhodes Trust,

American ^zonlan, July, 1956, p. 126
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GENERAL (PURPOSE) Corporation

GENERAL Educational Institutions

See Thorstein Veblen, The Higher Learning in America,
pp. i|.-5 for reasons men s e ek hi gher 1 e ar n ing and conduct
research*

Joe Hare to Aydelotte cites it as original idea of I. A. S.

w*

-** j, \» KjNiLtaL , ^w,^ 0> ^, AM HrfV

K \ U«*»

See D, Denver University
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GAL. TECH

TOLMAN, RICHARD

L
Cal. Tech formed from Troo

Noyes came out from Mi
afterward.

Educational Institution

Biographical

Institute when MillikanAand
iU -JP. Richard Tolman came shortly

(1921 or 1922). Cal Tech had board of
4 trustees, but the academic government was composed of five

trustees and five faculty members- -Richard Tolman served for
years on it. It was early quite successful, but when Millikan
got old, and many men were away at war duties (World War II)
it wasn't successful. Millikan $ refused to be president
but was chairman of joint committee. Lee du Bridge did not
favor continuance of joint committee and became president.

Ri-cteard Tolman Interview, 2/24/5?
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AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

Correspondence with B. Howell Griswold, April and May, 1929,
in regard to a meeting in Baltimore.

April 25, 1929, Griswold to Aydelotte enclosing the
Goodnow Plan evidently following a conference.

May 13, Aydelotte to Griswold acknowledging and evidencing
interest "...scis I long ago d ecided to devote my.. .life.. . to
emphas ize ̂ quality in American education as distinct from
quantity..."

Correspondence terminated with those two interchanges.

On March 3, 1929, Aydelotte to William Lowe Bryan, President
Indiana University at Bloomington in re: the presidency of the
University of Michigan, and admitting that since the endowment fund
for Swarthmore will be completed in June, Aydelotte feels free
to go wlsewhere if there is a greater opportunity. He felt he
had" demonstrated the usefulness and feasibility of honors work
at Swarthmore adequately. The correspondence relates to the

presidency of the University of Michigan.

The file contains evidence of several offers of presidencies
of universities to Aydelotte, kk and others where he was
being sounded out and considered.

Thus on June 16, 1936, Francis R. Hart, President of the
United Pruit Company wrote Aydelotte that as a life member of
M. I. T. Corporation he has been asked to sugget t^jzf a president
for Tulane Uriiversjty. He submitted a list"of some distinction"
of namesfor the presidency to Dean Bush (vannavar) and
Dr. Compton who agreed that Aydelotte should head the list.
Hart referred to Aydelotte 's eminently satisfactory six years
on M. I. T. faculty.

In 1920 Aydelotte was offered and refused the presidency
of Reed College in Portland, Oregon. During September and
October, 1920, he conferred with the trustees and also wi th
Buttrick and Flexner. His correspondence with Portland was with
James B. Kerr of the trustees. In a letter dated October 23, 1920,
he.refused (letter to Kerr) the presidency on the ground that
the .trustees had decided to postpone an endowment drive which
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the G-. E. B. was ready to help with, at least for the
acquisition of the first million. Ground for t rustees ' act ion was
they needed their new president first and they needed to give
him time to create better relations between Reed College and
the city. Aydelotte said he felt that considering the city 's
atti tude , the opportunity to make Reed College into the kind
of institution it could be would be deferred for a long time.
Before he went out to Portland, he received and studied the
G. E. B. ' s education report on Oregon.

There were other instances of offers or feelers during
these years.

P. A. , Presidency offers, Pile Building A.
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EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

DUKAS, H.

Miss Dukas told me today that she did not know of her
own knowledge that Princeton University had offered Einstein
a professorship in Physics before he came to I. A0 S., but
had understood it was so. He declinecUEinstein was in
If. S. A. in 1921 and not again until 1930.

Interview Miss Dukas, 3/22/56
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A1DE&OTTE, P. Biographical

Copy of limerick by on© of Swarm wore trustees when
Aycelotte attended coalmen cement prior* to assumption of presidency,

Piled in Vertical File under "A" for Aydelotte.

A, Presidency Offers
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11/22

GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD

VINCENT, GEORGE E.

FIEXNER, Ac

Foundations

Biographical

A copy of F]_exner ' s memorandum, "A proposal to establish
an American university." Vincent said in a comment attached:
"This is an admirable analysis. I should like to talk with
you about the plan. I am not wholly convinced that the
^undergraduate department of the University of Chicago might not
\|be gradually discontinued. It is the only institution young
.enough to permit such a major operation. A number of
possibilities occur to me which it would be interesting for

'me to talk to you about." (Memorandum from G. E. V. to Flexner.)

I

FA Confidential Files, March 7,
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GENERAL Educational Institutions

ROCKEFELIER Foundations

FLEXNER, A, Biographica 1

For three long essays written by Flexner which have
been copied see Vertical File under WFW for Flexner,

The essays were sent by Mrs, Esther S. Bailey to
Mrs. Stern and are entitled: A Proposal to Establish an
Ameripan University_, The Usefulneas of Useless Knowledge,
and Foundations - Ours and Others 0

From memoranda sent by Mrs, Bailey to Mrs, Stern, 5/29/56 (Returned
to her)
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WEYL, HERMANN Biographical

VEBIEN, 0.

s correspondence with $eyl began in 1922,
and continued through the years, becoming particularly
frequent during the period after ¥eyl returned to
Switzerland in 1929, and then went to GBttingen.

The correspondence showed that Pine Hall was completed
for occupancy late in

Veblen's piles
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GENERAL (SECONDARY SCHOOLS) Educational Institutions

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

See pages 113-121 regarding what of mathematics should
be taught in grammar and secondary schools. (Very little)

Plexner—A Modern College A Modern School, 1923
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GENERAL (INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BOARD) Foundations

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

ROSE, WYCLIFFE

See Fosdick's description (p. 151) of Rose's report
on world mathematics in every leading institution in the world
to his Board: °He )( was reporting on where man had arrived in
his mathematical thinking, and where the opportunities for
progress seemed brightest. His performance was characteristic
of the immense pains and thoroughgoing analysis with which he
scanned every recommendation he brought before ika his trustees,
G-Bttingen and Paris were preferred in his judgment because
of $ all the places in the world at that time they represented
the peaks in mathematical science."

The Story of the Rockefeller Foundation by ^osdick, pc l5l
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GENERIC (INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BOARD) Foundations
» k

ROSE, WyCLIFFE Biographical
f\s Rose established working relationships with 18 European

countries plus prospects in four others, fields natural
sciences and agricultural, searched for brains among them.
Pound Penai and Heisenberg. (Later ^obel laureates).
509 fellows in the natural sciences selected in a few years from
3f> nations, most of them going to other countries to spend th&ir
fellowships under favorite teachers.

Institute for Theoretical Physics under Bohr—International
Education Board financed addition to its building and gave
Bohr brilliant men from other lands for year's fellowships.

University of G-ottingen strong in physics Department,
building enlarged by I. E. B», laboratory equipment improved.
I. E. B. erected mathematical institute and encouraged both
mathematical research and teaching with close collaboration
with physicists.

I. B. B. contributed to University of Paris assisting
building mathematical center called Institut Henri Poineare.

Story of the -Kockefeller Foundation by Posdick pp. llj.9-l5l
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1929-1931
1936

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (GENERAL) Foundations

FLEXNER, SIMON Biographical

VEBLJiN, 0.

See correspondence between Oswaid Veblen and
Simon Flexner in the file, V«4j.. The year of Veblen' s
s ervi c e iiî "-Sj@3£t©tt*£fcd»iad̂ ^ JH'at ional
Research Council Tn̂ fHf-4tiia¥T£iimiaiftfn 19'23-2ij., because of the o

subjects upon which Flexner and Veblen correspond, and also
Vernon Kelloggo The correspondence in 1929 and ±$$9i 1931
appertains to the National Academy of Science,,

File V-ij.
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MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

VEBIEN, 0. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Veblen's early work to set up Research Fellowships in
Mathematics, etc. all were for research in applied mathematics
and as was practically all research in the United States
of that day.

With Plexner came research in Pure Mathematics.

*
Veblen Interview, December 28, 1956,, page 7
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1923

VEBLEN, 0. Biographical

FIEXJTKR, SIMON

Veblen to Simon 5'lexner on fellowships in mathematics

Piled in chronological file under 1923, 10/21+ .

cv, X x ^ ^ I-tfT^ ^ U,-AJU6<-4-,1^» k/,
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COPY

October 24th, 1923

Dr. Simon Jrlexner,
Mockereller Institute of Medical Kesearch,
66th btreet and Avenue A,
New York uity, Hew York*

Dear Dr. Jrlexner:

In considering the proposal to enlarge the scope or the fellow-
ships in rtiyeics and uhemistry so as to include Mathematics, I should
think it desirable to have clearly in mind the close inter-dependence of
all the sciences- It is well-known, of course, how Medicine constantly
uses the results or fhysics and chemistry, and how, in return, the
problems arising from Medicine stimulate research in Jfhyeics and chemistry.
The relation between Mathematics on the one hand and Physics and chemistry
on the other, is or precisely this sort* It has frequently happened that
an attempt to solve a physical problem has resulted in the creation of a
(new branch of mathematics* A classical example or this is in the theory
jof the conduction of heat* when this problem had been stated in mathe-
matical terms, it was found that the mathematics then in existence was
inadequate to solve it, and new mathematical machinery had to be devised.
The resulting studies by .Fourier and others not only gave to Physics the
theorems and formulas it required, but also led to new mathematical
developments which have affected most or the branches or mathematical
analysis*

Another example or the hand-in-hand development or Mathematics
and jfhyaics is the history or the theory of electric waves which resulted
both in the electromagnetic equation or Maxwell and in the experiments of
Herts and the other inventors or wireless telegraphy*

In the modern case or the ainstein Theory, the relation between
Mathematics and rtiysics has been more one-sided. JEinstein's work is a
contribution to rtiysies in which Mathematics is used as a tool. It
happened that the necessary mathematics was already in existence, having
been worked out by Hiamann, Chris toil el and others some fifty years before*
xhis left JKinstein free to apply his genius to the physical and philosophi-
cal problem, using the mathematics whenever it was needed, fie had he been
under the necessity of creating the mathematical tools which he used in
his gravitation theory, it is more than probable that this theory would
have been long delayed and possibly never completed* Indeed it may be
added that without the pioneer work or the creators of non-JKuclideam

igeometry, the fram or mind in which ninstein approached his problem would
'not have been possible*

(*xW

*. i y ^ J r •*• R hc-; fr f ' t —
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Dr. Simon jn«xner October 2*th, 1923

r8l« of mathematics in the Quantum theory 1» quit* similar
to its rSle in the JEinsteia Theory. In particular, soar's Quantum
theory of Atonic Structure is based on a very profound study of the cal-
culus of variation theorems in classical dynamics. To realise this it
.is only necessary to attest.,to read, aohr's Memoir of 1918 in the tro-
ceedings of the Danish Academy* The problem of atomic structure is, of
course, still far from a complete solution and no one knows whether the
mathematics of today is adequate to such a solution or not' If not, the
development of Physics at this point can come about only through an ad-
vance in Mathematics*

1 have saia nothing about the direct relations between Mathe-
matics and Chemistry because these are more distant from my personal
experience* However, 1 have no doubt that any chemist will think at
once of the work of Willard &ibbs, if not of more recent examples*

the question might be asked: "why should not a separate
.board be created to look after fellowships in Mathematics"? In the
interest of Mathematics, i think it is very desirable that fellowships
in this science should be administered by a Board which contains both
physicists and chemists, because this will tend to keep closer contact
and will have the effect of stimulating interest on the part of mathe-
matics in problems of physics and chemistry. This sort of a broadening
of the interests of the mathematicians in this country is very desirable
at the present time*

1 hope this letter will cover the points which you desired me
to write about, but if not, I shall be glad to write you further* And
of course I shall be glad to do anything else which you may think
would be of use in helping to obtain an appropriation for these fellow-
ships*

lours sincerely,

u*». -jr. (Signed) Oswald veblen.

C
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EMIGRES Biographical

The Immigration Act of 192i|. required (Section IV-D) approval
by the Secretary of Labor of institutions of higher learning for
admission of emigres. The Institute's approval in specific
cases came from J. H» Wagner, Chief Administrative Officer of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and Harry E. Hull,
Commissioner General of Immigration, after the Immigration Service
was separated from the Department of Labor. The American
Association of Universities carried the Institute for Advanced
Study on its list of Institutions approged--accredited (Aydelotte
to Alvin Johnson, March 12,

D, New School of Social Research
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RESEARCH Academic Procedures

ROCKEFELLER Foundations
.

VEBLEN, 0. Biographical

FLEXNEK, SIMON

Veblen to Simon Flexner on methods of supporting
financially research in mathematics.

Filed in Chronological file under 192i(., 2/23«
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V

February 33rd, 1034

Dr. Simon
Hociotfelisr Institute of Mad leal
66th Street and Av«tua» A»
Hew fork City, B»» York.

Pear T>r. Flexnars

In your capacity as a zaatheiaatlela» you will perhaps b© Interested in
a few observations of a funeral nature which I -m Venturis^ to »en<5 jou. I
have already submitted essentially the saga* idea* to !** lellory? and h* seamed
to think It mirtfat t>© worth while to try to spread them about a little, "Rut I
have decided before #*oin« further to s©ak y0ur

"y ©xp^pieuce thia jraar has oiada ae rattiar aotit©ly conscious of tt»©
fact Mist the need's of smthssistloai raessarah have not y«t bo«« broi^it to the
'attention of those \those positioa «anb!0a th»n to have a T/i©^ of the strategy
of -icience* This, 1 think, is ©hieflj the fault of the ran f^r.-atle lacs thero*
seivea, who have too e&tily asttzsad that an outaide world i»Mch cannot tmder-
• tand the <3©taila of their work is not lntafr®ftte& in its stuacets. Itet stash an
id«a is arroaecms has b©en well illnatrated "̂  the ^aiwraas action of th« lock***
feller • -ota) lotion In proTiflin^; ftjnd* for ??ese«rch F*llov?ships in Mathematics of
the aaiie tytje as for "fjysica a«d <£i©zni&try» Shis was done i^Bwdlat«ly» and
apparently as a nattw of ccwrss, when th« seed for stseh f«ll«w«Mp» wa» pointed
cut. This exporitnc®, aa wall as rrrctsh evidence of a lass taiwibl© aort, of th«
frlsndly interest la fflath«iaatios» leads rn® to hop® that it may be \vorth whil© to
draw attention to th® fact that *e are new in a situation -??h©re anothar vary im-
portant step of a stailar aort m&y be taV«n,

8ath«B»?.tical resoaroh is dono alnost entirely by university and
teaehara* A .wathenatic* dsrarteaent in an j^erican xmiveralty has to 'leal with
an ©nor->ou3 snaaa of freshmen* a very lar^® nwsbor of »opbomoresf and with ex-
tremely r-r-isll ntEjhera of j-anlorat seniors and graduate sttrlents. Tl-e Bituatioa
'is entire 17 different fror; that of a Baroi--©gua f?nivor»ity, which has to deal only
with the last class of student®, fhe auhjecta taught to freshmen mid aophoaores
are taken up in th® lycrfo's and Oyiesoasia. finder otsr con.litions, the en
for -the conduct of a aafhenr.tioa derjnrtiaent ara obliged to sTiv» their priraary atten-
tion to nrovi.ll^ instruct ion for the frestesen -."& seph&raoroa « - fhle ot>ll"ratioii
io due not raerel;/ to the wuRjhcr of mca who have to ba dealt with but also to the

'. intrinsic icoportanoe of ««eh lastrtwtioti.

•..„«»••, ,».,*,* .
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Pr. ';imon Fleaner 23rd, 1924

"everth&10«» there has been a #r©at dovalopraent of aa.thsr.mt leal research
in this country, Twenty or thirty years a#o thera were very fev sen AotBg snaofe
research and they war® receiving very little consideration frota th* Universities*
Bow they are vary roach in demand. A mn with ^ood roathoaattcal gifts an<I normal
personal qualtties has little trouble to obtaining as rood a position as is a?ail
aol* tmder otr system* But when he obtains it he has a teaching schedule of froa
sin© to f ifte«c hours' a week as eooparad with three hours a week for hi*
in the Colics;© da fraao«f fop exasmle. Moreover, he beocsaaea trwsendcmsly ia~
terestsd la tl-ia teaching; h« t«o)3 t*-® manifold ways in which tt conld b«
aM ha plays his part IB the oatataitt««s sM other admiaistrati^e devices for
th® obvlinis tasks of th« tmiversity.

ro -as preferred to other &•& «h«o appointed, b*ca»s* of his tcitntlf ie
distinction. ?*ut jttst tmea-oss h« hae * »«n»« of rwipoaaiTsility sad react* in a
normal way to his ©wirosEsont, it Is anby a small fracticai of his energy that
.^oes into r©«earoh. fli« tsaaiversity author It iea »«ver too* the diff erenc® aM
hist his rightful share of respoet as a loyal ®«afcer of the ccsawmity*

ability in soisntif ic
cot as a rsrteary ooeupatloa

Ho ^e have arrived, at th© sta<pi wh^-e we
research at a basis for tmiversity appointsents
for the appointee;* « *^is *tat«r,K:Bt it ^
and f^ieinistry for the tmiversltiea whlc^h have -»r*at laboratories ustiall^ recognize
the a'betn-.llty of miataiaiuft such plants without a respectable o u t t r o f regearoh .
It is Brilliant iff untra® ia Astronoc^, But in
cmt an "

'.'he way to make another step forward is obvloo*. Indeed it has already
pr\rtially recognised by the ^ocfeefellsr To-smdation in establishing a series

of _ Fellowships in various selenoes which affore*. Q-or>ortt»ttles for research to sen
of rora-dr.Q at the cmtsst of their careers. ~?tnt resnains to do is to find a way of
.aasturln,* the ccnticroance of1 their research to men who have already "Toren thair
.Ability. This is already -provided for, to a certain extent, i» the laboratories
of the experimental sciences, but» as already indicated, there i« ao prdvieioo
Mathsmatica. To provide it, thsr© XT® at least two ways which woold be ^tistii
by the actnal (.aaouat of rmatheffiatiGal talent iji the country.

The first of these would be to fmmrt and endow a Fath@s»tieal Inctlttite.
e physic il equioewnt of stKd^ an ituititute would be very ai^mlej a library, a

' a snail aewtsnt of gpparatns stash asw offices, and lactwe TOOEJ®,
?hfre should also be provision on a email scile for stenorrar^iers and

. Tnii the n&ia f^ads of svioh an inetitnte should be -a»©d for th© salaries
rr.«a or women whose tetuBinees is ra&thittRtleai reecaroh. Wi»s« p«x>r>l® should, how-

be provided with the wuJyalont of the rontine^wQcj;:' which is
p ŝ£^^»*e4«!i**s» '2*oeh forT; ctmM oonstat'^Tosp esaw.le, in

jxjrlodical or in prep^ln^ a now edition of the ?3ncyelopodia of
The latter entorprlse would be a v®ry lar^e one but wemld be

,
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T*r. T'iraon Flerner February 2Srd, 1924

Important both for 7vuro t&ath«Ei?.t ics .-and for its applications. The notsbart of
the Icstitvite r-T'oi;!- bo oxyectei? r. o riv0 lectatree to advanced atttlents la
own f ie Ids of r e ae ar oh .

an institute, in ny o^icS.«rx» c^jld operate stjcoeseftilly either in
conjtsnetion with a \sitversity or an an ontiroly separate institution. In either
cas© it would tre'it f''̂ '?-'̂ jpant;J,î aLl,.u.]c.iaiaG'r>Citab. ..... ajLLjLj?~?^."'S!iJ-015* There rvre- plenty
of r?on in the c--twtr:T who hsve sh<rm thtt they '^re eana^la of livi»f t^3 to
a Tositioa. rib« i-.lea of stseh an institute Is V no m-yis a nao or imtried

have several institutes for research in other «5Ci«ic®3 in this eowitry
are eovpr^l Taathisintioa.1 tcstittites in

?h0 saond nlrji which t h~vd in mind is os"enti«lly thr\ follows? by
the T^oyr.l "ociety in the T.nrrow r:as0as*ch r>rof ecsorwhi^c , Jt consigt« In «»3

riJ3.(l,:.*'!.vlf*fwiB^ ri, ntnbsr of rc^cnrch ^rofea^orfthiTe ^>iioh rare awnrded to Indi-
uile who !i"!ve shown in their own environments that their lmt*uls« to researo'h

a ?ital one. T'"0 a~>t>oiiite6i8 are not r-xy<r«& to new places, Th» only liffsranca
bro^-rnt ribot-.t is that thsj.̂ ĴS**31 from all, or most of, other obligation* ?jad
theiicef orth o&ld for d®votiS^^hllr"1inSr̂ 1Si*^^^

In our country it would be aflvlaable --settially to linslt the ataotaat ^
or other rcnatin® that a research -nrofes-or is . I c w M to do, ^ aboxxld

not b© allowed to .«;iv© iiiore than two tsr three lee tores a ®e*c Perhaps also ht
should aot be allowed to accept taor® tlvaa a limited ember of res^arcli stud«atc.
With stich re?tricti<ma, I think that on« of crur philanthropic fotrndations cmild
darry a mi:ibar of research prof^gsors on its salary roll and be confident that no
better us© could be nada of its ftaada,

TJie sscond plan ha» th© advauta^e that it could be tried otit^by |?
stepa. Ulie aathewatlftal institute has the a3vantn#t *^a* M would -cribrlda &
definite macletm for aathenmtical research and foster cooperation in a'-f isle"! that
haa besn treated In the m®t in perhaps na-iauiecea-firily Indi^ifltjalistic way.

f t is obvicrus that aaich of what I -?,rn s.?^"in/,r coulcl "be fonerrli^ed to
other sciences. T"ut J ®n Halting iry reaarlta to *letb«s>»ttef partly bocaus.® of
sy ope41-il interest -md p-rtly beoai%sa, :ic ' -aid In the beffionia^, the need* of
this scioace have not yet ted as cssch eonsiderritioa na they ahould KIT©,

3inc0relyt

l-len.
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MAUHEHATICS Aoadaraic Activities

RQCSWELIiER Foundations

BBSIAR6H Procedure!

VSBLS8, 0, Biographical

Material copied from the V«4f. Pile regarding th© need
to establish a mathematical institute—u©): lous laok of proper
training in this field.

Filed in Yertlcal File under "V* for Veblen.
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NOTES 3/14

VBBLEN, 0.

FLEXNER, A,

CQOLIDGE, PROP. J. L«

Biographical

Veblen to Flexner, at General Education Board, 61 Broadway,
New York City.

Veblen says Cooli^ge has written him that he would like
to have Plexner and Veblen take lunch with him at the Harvard
Club, 27 West i.|l).th Streel, New York City, some time convenient
to both Veblen and Plexner. Coolidge wants to talk over with
Plexner questions about the Ma American Mathematical Society
and this is a subject which I have very much on my mind at
present, says Veblen0

Plexner replied, March 17, and sets the date for March 26,
and he is to be host. The next day, March 15, he has to
write to Veblen putting off the date to March 25 or March 27,
.28, or 29.

Finally, they met after some confusion on Friday at
12:30i apparently, i&styxdtfcaxHJSi: since there is no indication

-

they did not, and this was the date finally set by
Flexner in a letter of March 2ij., 1921]..

V Pile, "Plexner, Abraham"
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MATHEMATICS

VEBLEN, 00

PIEXNER, A.

6/12

Academic Activities

Biographic al

Elexner to Veblen, June 12, 192l.|-o

111 have your interesting letter of June 10 regarding the
desirability of mailing some more satisfactory provision for
ithe Department of Mathematical Research in this Country0 I
shall take the matter up with Dr,, Rose and my colleagues, and
let you know if there is anything waacguouuia which we are In
a position to do In reference to it» With $y much appreciation
of your extremely interesting letter, I am, Very sincerely yours,
Abraham Flexner."

i if--, T . .-i",

V File, "Plexner Abraham"
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'X PJ/If 25 October W

GEMSRAL Educational Institutions

PLEXNKH, A. Biographical

Notes from an article appearing in the Atlantic Monthly
of October Eg 1925 (Vol.

A college in America is "an educational department store
containing a kinder gar ten&t one end and ̂  Nobel Prize winners (or
as good) at the other." (P. 530) X

The American college was created as an adaptation of the
English college and in scope was practically a secondary s chool for
the -economically privileged. Its growth was fast and heterogeneous
The higlischool came in not before but during and a f ter. The
function of colleges, therefore, became confused. They have been
characterized by a lack of sincere desire on the part of the
students to learn.

Research has been a factor of increasing importance within
the last 100 years. The tight organization of the American school
system made it harder to accommodate research than in the European
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universities which were more flexibly and loosely organized.
But highschool, college and university are now all hopelessly
intertwined.

"...research was not recognized in America as one of the
jfdomineCtS f-fj concerns of higher education until the flag was nailed
to the mast on the opening of Johns Hopkins University in X&fy.
1876," Despite aga&a Agassiz at Harvard and Willard Gibbs at
Yale scholars of high degree or high rank were rare before 1876.

But Johns Hopkins had from the beginning an undergraduate
department, and therefore the graduate work suffered. All others
have suffered likewise by "organization," the magic word meaning
2UEta±xfc arbitrary standards, units, credits, courses, degrees,
etc., and inevitably suffered in a confusion of courses—
undergraduate being confused with graduates and mixed classes.
Faculty has carried in the graduate schools its parental duties,
and the type of teaching which is obviously required in the secondary
schools which should not be required in graduate work. They also
are required and supposed to investigate, to r esearch, but they
spend much too much energy in the former occupation;.
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N He questions whether Johns Hopkins University will draw
students without the undergraduate school. It did once because
it had no competition as a university. Now professional schools

'• draw students and also the sak graduate schools are competing
for the students. California Tech., he said, drew a larger
number of serious scientists than its due proportion because of
men like Milliken^Hale and Noyes. Flexner concluded that "loyalty "a,,,
(would not keep serious students at graduate schools where they
'had received the in graduate work.

Will America finance institutions where undergraduate alumnae
don't exist — in other words, will they finance graduate schools
alone? He doesn't make a film answer. But he said that the true
university will be bound to be "irregular affairs. Men, money//
and facilities fio not come together in such ways as to make it
possible to have a nicely rounded institution at the higher level.
No single science would be dompletely represented anywhere; still
less, all sciences; and institutions most concerned with s cience
raould almost inevitably be less adequately developed on the
humanistic side — and vice-versa,, This has always been the case in
Germany, where these things have, on the whole, been hitherto
best managed. . .nor does it greatly matter; the very incompleteness
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Flexner stated that he was not asking for the conversion of
the graduate school into a research institution alone. But he
did believe that the professors in the g raduate schools should be
relieved of "parental" duties and should have teaching relations with
students who were carefully selected for their devotion to the
learning which they were going to pursue and their ability to
do so on a more independent basis than the undergraduate. He said
the Americaa graduate school stressed supervision and oversight,
too kiiaxx heavily and felt that students should b e left to their

f own devices—to sink or swim. He concluded that the graduate and
[undergraduate divisions should not overlap in courses or in classes.

The interests of all concerned will profit if they yi are
separated. But the cry is that the college is being stifled by
cthe university, "...an experiment is fortunately in sight. Johns
Hopkins has announced a policy of looking to the elimination of
ithe first two college years and the A, B. degree, and the creation
/of a university faculty devoting itself to university work.
(Whether an institution can go so far without going further, whether
^the last two years of the present college will not also be sloughed
off, or at least telescoped, remains to be seen..," (P, i?ij.O).
Plexner hailed it as the first distinct move in the right direction,

•He did not mention Goodnow's name.
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of single ins titutions will force all real universit ies sua± in
the higher sense to view themselves as part of one great
organic whole." (.f.

Atlantic Monthly, October, 192£ (Vol. 136:^30-5^1)
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PI*&1$ Educational Institutions

A. Biographical

Correspondence between Mrs, st&rn sxi<3 Kr* P« Stewart
ttaeauley, Provost, Johns Hopkins, dated October 29* 1956,
November 23, 1956* and 10*««fe«9 28, filed In the fertical Pile
under MJ" for Johns Hopkins.

Correspondence

I
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1925-19̂ 2

HARDIN, JOHN R.

Elected Trustee of Princeton University, April, 1925.
Retired June,
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X1926 11/12
11/13

GENERAL Educational Institutions

Prom an article by Dean Gordon J. Laing, at the
Western Reserve University's Centennial Conferences, Cleveland,
1926, November 12 and 13th.

STAM)ARDS OP GRADUATE WORK

Graduate studies initiated in the United States in 15?6
with the foundation 50 years ago of Johns Hopkins University.
It had an immediate effect in stimulating similar studies in
Columbia, Yale, Harvard, and later at many state and private
institutions.

There are now (1926) 26 members of the Association of
American Universities, and̂ io institution is admitted to
membership until it has passed ±ka its formative stage of
growth and can show well-organized groups of studies leading to
masters and doctors degrees. There has been a great increase
up to 1926 in the quantity of masters and doctors turned out
each year, but the quality Laing found not very encouraging.

The;!4 masters degree he said was usually given for anct her
year of "infommational work" not invoMng in the slightest
degree an appreciation of higher culture. Many regard it as
a gilt-edged teachers degree. Many secondary school teachers,
have masters degrees. Compared with European teachers in
secondary schools these American holders of masters &BLX.SL
degrees make a sorry showing.

With the Ph. B's we have done better. Standards for
admission are more rigidly enforced and higher. Most settle
down to teach in college after they have got their Ph. D's.
But the product of the Ph. D. bearer is uneven in this
country. Some are good scholars. Some are barren.

In discussing causes of the problems and possible
solutions Laing said:

(' )
(1) The development of graduate studies following a*

the foundation of Johns Hopkins University did not take a
line leading to the highest and purest of graduate work. But
though Johns Hopkins had an undergraduate division from the
beginning, the University emphasized graduate studies. Other
Institutions had large and important undergraduate interests
pre-existing the foundation of their graduate schools. Thus
graduate work was merely added to what was there in undergraduate
and professional schools. One exception (aside from Johns
Hopkins) was Clark University which was for many years after
its founding a graduate institution.
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He characterized the argument of the universities that the
undergraduate training was necessary to procure good graduate
students as "charming and naive/' Colleges of sisradttasg.
good standing can do undergraduate work and sufficiently well
to allow the universities offering only graduate work plenty
of candidates. It is wrong for the graduate schools to stress
the importance of their own institution's under graddate work.
In one case where this point was made there were a t one time
60 graduate students of whom only three had come from the
undergraduate department of the same institution.

Laing said emphatically that separation of graduate and
undergraduate work and institutions was necessary. He cited
"the new program" of Johns Hopkins University. Laing had
attended a couple of weeks before making his speech a celebration
of Johns Hopkins 50 th Anniversary and had heard that the
Trustees had accepted Goodnow's plan which is "that as/soon as
certain adjustment s are made and the necessary funds raised,
Hopkins will cease to give a Bachelor's degree. It will admit
only such students as have had at least two years of college
training and who are candidates for one of the higher degrees,

\. 203 ff ) or who are pursuing advanced studies without
jthought of any degree." As soon as it is effectuated "we
| shall have at least one institution which is exclusively a
\" (P. 201+)

In Germany the smfeEacuKK students enter the university
from the gymnasium: in Prance from the lycee. The new Johns
Hopkins will bear strong resemblance to the Eurcp ean universi-

j t i es . The gymnasium and lycee carry in secondary education
the f i rs t two years of American undergraduate college work.

even
"But /when Johns Hopkins is operating on the new plan

the greater part of the graduate /sfil[&is± will still continue
to be done in the universities which continue graduate and
undergraduate studies. " (P. 20i^) How correct this
situation? Every university should remove freshmen and
sophomores to a separate junior college campus away from the
upper division and graduate campus. This was suggested at
Chicago University. There should be another separation of
juniors and seniors from graduate eourses. This would help
to cancel out the undergraduate "infection" — les sen-learning «
then Laing pled for research time for graduate school professors,
taking the position that the maximum teaching commitment should
be one hour a day at the most. (P. 20?)

He said that he believed research activities should be
founded in the university. He said that research activities
'are absolutely necessary, but they should not be isolated.

1 Here he mentioned but did not charge that the Rockefeller

2.
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Institute for Medical Research was isolated. As an example
of an ideal situation he cited the Oriental Institute at
Chicago University under Professor Breasted.

Problems in Education published by the Western Reserve University
Press, 1927.
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2̂6-7

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Educational Institutions

Published 1926, Princeton Profs. Princeton University
Official Record, 1926-?.

V

Graduate school Faculty for the of Mathematics

H. B. Fine, Dodd Professor
Henry Dallas Thompson, Professor
Luther Pfahler Eisenhart, Professor
Oswald Veblen, Professor
William Giilespie, Professor
Charles Ronald Maclnnes, Associate Professor
Joseph H. McC. Weddqfourn, Associate Professor
Solomon Lefschetz, Associate Professor
Co Einar Hille, Assistant Professor
James Waddell Alexander, Lecturer

Princeton University Official Record, 1926-7
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'̂926-1930

RO CKEFELLER Pound ati ons

GENERAL EDUCATION BOAxD (GENERAL)

See notebook Xisi No. 6 clipped pages for notes of
members Board of Trustees and directors together with
divisions in the work between G. E. B. and Rf. prior to 1928
when the reorganization was effected.

Also some notes on the reorganization.

Reports - G. E. B. and Rf.
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H
In 1$$& 1926 the Trustees of the JH increased number from 12 to

18, , choosing but 16 at that time; in 1938 increased to 2i|.

French haid that it was noticeable in filling new places effort was m
at first hand with pro

made to add some members familiar with problems of research and natij

nation-wide teiew of outlook on grad. training. 359

Unless applies also to 1926 ecu Id not have influenced Afj like

lihood it did, since co-incidental with Goodnow plan.
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GATES, W. J,

Classics Department Chairman, Princeton University

Appointed Instructor, 1926, Classics

Assoaiate Professor by 19lj.2

Professor by 19̂ 9

Chairman of Department, 19l|5-pre sent
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GENERAL Finance

INVESTMENTS

L. Bamberger & Company, incorporated New Jersey,
December 6, 191?• Established 1893- Company owns and
operates an eight-story department store in Newark. Owas
the Chester Realty Company and Lucius Bamberger & Company
Publishing Company, and operates station MOR. Had under
construction in 192? an addition which would increase floor
space to over 1,000,000 square feet. About 3500 employees.
Officers: President, Louis Bambergerj Vice-President and
Treasurer, Felix Fuld; Secretary, E. S. Bamberger;
Directors, Louis Bamberger, Felix Fuld, Carrie Bamberger Fuld,
E..S. Bamberger, and F. I, Livere'ight* General auditors,
SamuelDLeidesdorf & Company.

Sales 1927 $32,508,089.00
Total Income 3,209,837.00
Earnings Per Share (Preferred) 27.85

n tt (Common) 4«27
Based on 100,000 preferred and

500,000 common

In 1927 the assets were$22,531,377.00.

The preferred shares were capitalized at $10,000,000.00 ancl
the common at $2,500,000.

Surplus was $6,707,387.00

Common no-par, prefVered, 6-1/2 per cent accumulative.

In liquidation the preferred was entitled to $110 and dividends.

There was a sinking fund provided for.

The preferred shares were callable at $110.

j Lehman Brothers, New York offered in February, 1927,
$10,000,000 of preferred shares, 6-1/2 per cent accumulative
at BlOlj., of which $2,000,000 were retained by the present
management for themselves and employees. Rating preferred BAA.
Common, 500,000 shares outstanding and not reported, B rating.
Common shares held the voting power. (This relates to Farrier's

I and Schaap's statement that just before the stock was issued
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the management decided to keep the common shares
for themselves and did not put them on the marketj.

Moody«s, 192>(7, page 150, L. Bamberger & Company
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yi927-1933

FLEXNER, A. -L, Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

A long and friendly series of letters relating in the
beginning mostly to raising money for Swarthmore. No
reference to choice of Plexner for the Oxford lectures.
No references whatever to the Institute except in July, 1931*
as the first one July* 1930, and then little of note cm //v
Meritt except for a copy of Aydelotte 's submission ioofe&sc
and answer to the questionnaire, 'i'he file does cast light

, on Flexner's timetable. He spent the totire summer of 1927
I in Europe studying for his lectures. In November Aydelotte

wrote Plexner that a house was being s ecured for him at Oxford0

Pile is replete with data about the raising of the last
£2,000,000*of which G. E. B. was giving $7^0,000, but I
won't go into that. *• f«v Sw^ut-v,*^ in*.**-s.

May 28, 1928, date of a printed notice to his friends
from Abraham Plexner that he has retired "in the reorganization
of ttie various Rockefeller boards„" Mr. Rockefeller had offered
him a post of "equal dignity and importance" but he felt that
his presence under the new conditions might be an embarrassment
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i to those having the new responsibilities. He has offered his
1 counsel and it is understood that he will be availaHe to
I counsel and cooperate "which is itself the best proof there
jhas been no personal tension whatsoever. I write this,
I because I felt you might be concenned on personal grounds,"
This apparently was issued while Flexner was still at Oxford,
because on June 18, 1928, Flexner cabled Aydelotte asking him

- and Mrs. Aydelotte to come to Magnetawan about July 15 where
they will be.

No further correspondence until July 29, 1929 from
to Aydelotte on attempts to raise money f o^him from Embry' and
the Rosenwald Foundation. Flexner also helps Aydelotte with

JHarkness through Miss Gertrude Moore, his secretary, and a
iMr. Aldrich. (F. A. to F. llA/29) ^ I

^*-

October 29, 1929, Aydelotte to Flexner, acknowledging a §«t, - u t>
letter not in t he file which evidently suggested Mitrany for
Swarthmore, and enclosed an appreciation of Mitrany by
Graham Wai las „ Aydelotte says it would be wonderful if he could

Mitrany for/6warthmore0
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November 18, 1929, Aydelotte to Flexner, thanking him
for helping with Embry and theRosenwald t'und which has
pledged one-sixth of the money needed up to §350,000/

Aydelotte with Flexner's help asked Harkness for
1500,000.

.

He also a sked, apparently at Flexner's suggestion,
Victor Morawetz and George Eastman. He referred them to
Flexner for necessary information.

November £7, 1929? Aydelotte akjousaiiigax acknowledges
IFlexner's formula "that you will not give your name to
)an$;Jrtiing which does not require time or money."

Morawetz refused—more interested in secondary e ducation
• and the teaching of "economic truths."

In 1930 Aydelotte had asked Flexner to deliver the
Commencement Address at Swarthmore. Eleanor was graduatingo
Flexner could not give an answer because he was working on his
book, Universities, and if he finished it in time he would take
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, r-

it to Europe before Commeneemento During March and April
the question was up. Flexner was working against time.
Finally on April 9 he said he finished the draft of the last
chapter "more dead than alive." He was to have his revised
manuscript in the printer's hands during the summer, letting
the Clarendon press print it then when it could. This meant
that he would have to go abroad/six weeks before July 1;
therefore, he couldn't deliver the address or see his daughter
graduate. Expected, to get away May ll|, 1930 to Europe0

On July 10, 1930, Bailey asked Aydelotte for Swarthmore
By-Laws, first time I. A. S. is mentioned in the file.

October 1>, 1930, Flexner wants Aydelotte's advice about
the new Institute, "for he is merely a theorist.1 '

As late as September if., 1931> ^'lexner was still thinking
of graduate school, for he thanks Aydelotte on that date for
his letter of August 20 (or 30) not in file, "l like the
idea of external examiners."
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In the wintler of 1931 Aydelotte's trustees gave him a
semester to himself for which he is very grateful, and he goes
both to Germany and Mexico in that time. Plexner helps Mm with
the German travel and contacts. The fraternity question was
up at Swarthmore at that time, and finally Aydelotte informed
Flexner April 19, 1933, that the Trustees had the day before
issued a very satisfactory report on fraternity matter0 This
puts thQ^trustee hassle earlier than I thought. (f>wr J~

kl. fc*,

A, Plexner Correspondence 1925-1933 (10-17-56) returned
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/1928 Spring

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

Spent spring semester 1928 in Spain and Egypt, and
returned in time to hear last of Flexner's lectures at Oxford
in May. (p. 5)

A, A. P., Memorandum for A. P. February 21, 1939.
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GENERAL Educational Institution,,
0

PLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical

Plexner to Aydelotte, Plexner (Hotal Victoria, London). MKerr
has been more than kind and the Wylies most helpful. The lectures are
set for May £, May 12, ana May 19<» The titles:

I0 The Idea of a Modern University

IIo American Universities

IIIo European Universities
(wy»

I should not want you to take a step out of your way to hear any
of them; but if you are coming to Oxford anyway, of course, I'll be
glad to be assured J&&F audfence of at least two persons (you see I leave
your wife no escapej) No. II will be the funl What a hodgepodge Harvard,
Chicago, Hopkins, State Universities arel Indeed, I was myself surprised—
and shocked—and studied them more closely..»I spent a weekend at Swarthmore
before sailing. I observed no sign that the boss had laid down his tools
and taken his departure--the best proof that you are a good headj All was
lovely ana serene on the campus..."
A Pile, Plexner, Abraham
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Flexner and GEB Educ. Policy

Flexner's rssignation fraught with, consequences —any change in
human leadership of GEB important to educ. insts. of country.

/Quotes Bd:--"his services to the cause of educ. -- esp. xned.
educ.—have,been invaluable." Has done much to put shams to rcrn t
from public shcools. Has Insisted on exact measurement of facts,
"fssvored abandonment of any theory of public educ. in America
which frould not fairly prove its usefulness in terms of measureable
fact."

• Now that he is ,one with his utilitarian principle,editor
thinfis that GEB shoould swing in precisely opposite direction.

Country needs growth of a different sort. Admittedly Greekxand
cant be taught to all boys and girls in high schools. Then what
can be used to take their place? GEB could find out.

\l in Boston Eve. Transcript quoted in 3ch. and Soc.
Je. 1̂ 28 XXVII # 702 p. 697
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1928

(EASTMAN)

A.
•

AYDELQTTE, P.

?/28

Educational Institutions

Foundations

Biographical

Piexner to Biastman, July 28, 1928, giving arguments to back up a
suggestion he made to Eastman to finance establishment of Chair of
American Studies at Oxford: (1) It will contribute to mutual understanding
of the peoples in governments of Britain and America to interchange
knowledge and intelligence from every source and in every manner to the
end tiiey may cooperate in the preservation of the peae®. (2) Oxford is
the seat of training men in directing British policy and of Influence in
shaping British opinion in the political and, social sciences. Great
Britain's young men would learn a great deal from sueh a ehair. (35 Oxford
teaches annually at least 200 Rhodes goaolai's free of all charge; they
come from the different states of the Union and, from th© Dominions.

There ar© over 60C Rhodes Scholars* graduates of Oxford, in th®
United States. We are thus in a way to understand Great Britain. It
would be a fair return to enable Great Britain to understand us.

H© recommends $200,000 endowment through Dr. Aydelotte.

While different from the aid Eastman has given to Brooklngs
Institution, the object and the point of view are unassailable.

^ transmits to Aydslotte a draft of the formal plan,
regulations and rules for the establishment and sends to Ayd«lotte.

A Pile, Flexner, Abraham
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""1928

Biographical

FLSXHER,

S1MOS

Interview with Louis© SMBUUI Pearoe, January 20, 195?,

Piled in Vertical Pile under Pearee Interviews.

5/28
6/1

-.

FOUNDATIONS (ROCKEFELLER) Foundations

FIEXNER , A. Biographical

Excerpt and digest New Yprk Tig.es story and editorial May 26 and 28
respectively and New Yprk World Story, June 1, on the reorganization of the
Rockefeller General Education Board.

Times, May 26, Quotes a statement from ¥. W. BVieriy, Secretary of
the General Education Board, Explaining that Flexner's resignations-was
"wholly voluntary." But the Board had failed to explain the resignation
and there was much public speculation.

Brierly explained that the Board had spend nearly all of the
150,000,000 wnich John D. Rockefeller had given it several years ago for
medical education. Expenditures were supervised by Dr. Flexner. "This
situation calls/ for changes in the nature of the Board's work with
respect to medical education, and Dr. Flexner thought that his withdraw!
would facilitate the adoption of a new program, according to Mr. Brierly.'

Brierly refused to explain the reorganization, and Remarked that
sriio.ee Flexner on leaving was in his 62nci year, he was approaching the

V ^^ '
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Board's retiring age (6.5). Brierly said, "Dr. Plexner's retirement is
wholly voluntary, and he leaves the General Education Board after many
years of remarkably successful service, carrying with him the unqualified
good wishes of the members of the Board and the members of the staff,
all of whom greatly regret his withdrawal.1'

The article goes on to quote some of the Briti|̂ ojgess notices of
the furor raised by Plexner's lectures afe Oxford. /Prom the London
Sunday Times for May 13, "Agrees for #us 6oys. Lecturer attacks
United States universities / "The most pretentious ana richesf of
American university business schools awarded a 02,000 prise to the woman
who organized "^campaign for Pet Milk' (whatever that may be). Is that
a proper proceeding for an institution of learning?"

A special cable in the London Times to the New York Times
included a denial by Plexner that his resignation from the General Education

I Board at Hew York "had anything to do with his criticisms here of the
American educational system. He n had, he declared, resigned before

\g the United States." iUdoĤ ' s"sv'- ^J'": *V° ̂  °*ct" S uv~^_A_

The Times Editorial, May 28 was extremely laudatory about Plexner's
work in education, particularly medical education In the United States.

"Dr. Plexner has had the advantage of having at his hand the
funds with which to realize some, at least, of his ideals, or to test
their validity. He has had the supervision of the expenditure of
$50,000,000 given by Mr. Rockefeller for the advancement of radical
education. Several millions of this amount were given to ika; develop
a great center of medical training In the south, "other millions have
been devoted here and there; in one place to making possible an
experiment in the whole—time-clinical teaching; In certain others to
the promoting of a specific work as that in ophthalmology by Dr. Wilme^r;
in others to recognizing excellent i^ork already done and to. helping /3f*/
institution^ as at Yale,, to realize its great opportunitlesfnotably in
another to assisting(bj t he amount of &7,500,000)ln establishing a
smetropolitan medical center by bringing the New York Hospital and the
'Cornell Medical School into a cooperative relationship./.

"...He wrote the stirring report which looked tox^ard improved
jpedical education, 0ut his knight Ns.- errantry has not been confined to
the field of medical education. He has tiltednot^.only against Wse

. diploma mills, but also against the opium tl̂ î grV He has dared to say
what he thinks about the moview, motors, ana jazz. Pie has spoken out
pixxjixii plainly about education in high places—attacking certain
traditional methods and disciplines, but condemning also' the introduction
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of new courses wholly devoid of educational values just for the sake of
adding to numbers or gratifying a vulgar demand. He ha a the temerity
even to raise the question whether we Americans really value education
in spite of the amount we spend for it. He has a bright record of
achievement to his credit, and though he has approached, the time of
official retirement, it is hoped that there will be an epilogue, for he
is a wholesome, challenging force in the world."

New York World story, Jaitea-ry 1. Attempts to strip away some of
the secrecy which Has surrounded the Flexner resignation, ana contains a
statement from Flexner whose resignation, it said, was effective July 1.
"Mr. Rockefeller offered me a post of equal dignity and importance^/

'Dr. Flexner explained in a letter £ssmxk±xxfcE±SK5isx to his friends,7 out
on careful reflection I felt that my presence under the new conditions
might prove an embarrassment to those who had~pr"esponsibility for conducting

the new organization, and. I, therefore, decline to accept his offer , ,1"
The article proceeds to say that on the best authority it is learned
the endeavor is to simplify and. strengthen the rather loose structure
which the various Rockefeller boards are linked with the central or
apparent body, the Rockefeller Foundation, ana to eliminate the presrent
overlapping of functions and duplication of effort and expenditure.

Overlapping ana double expenditure, etc., were found to exist, and a
remedy was preseribed by Trustees of the Foundation and the various
boards more than a year ago. Two of three committees composed of
KSCEXSLHS trustees of the various Rockefeller agencies were appointed at
that time to consider the problem dispassionately, and decide the
most effective method of elimination and simplification. They apparently
have not come to any definite concMision at the time of writing—the
final results of their deliberations are not scheduled to be announced
until next November. One of theN*w.orld' s informants who is close to the
situation said it might not be a matter of integrating but of emphasizing
some activities above others. This idea was confirmed by Raymona B.
Fosdick. He^agreed "the most probable outcome would be to transfer and
reapportion»*of feae functions among the existing boards so as to
eliminate duplication and fce make more clear cut their lines of
demarcation as administrative units//'

A File, Flexner, Abraham
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1928 7/21

Biographical

LOWE, E. A.

OXFORD COLLEGES Educational Institutions

1937- encloslns a
Clipping is Tiled in Chronological Pile under 1928, 7/21.

wi n
k î

. . . i t .

D, Lowe, E. A., 1933-i}-3
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THE NEW YORK TIM]

DR. LOWE TO EXAMINE
MORGAN MANUSCRIPTS

Paleographer Tells of Honors
Given to Dr. Flexner by

Oxford Colleges.

Dr. E. A. Lowe, University Reader
in Paleography at Oxford Univer-
sity, who has come to this country
to examine some manuscripts in the
J. P. Morgan library and in the
collection of Henry Walters of Bal-
timore, said yesterday that the re-
ception given to Dr. Abraham Flex-
ner of the Rockefeller General Edu-
cation Board, during his Oxford lec-
tures, was almost unprecedented.

Dr. Flexner was feted by practi-
cally every college at Oxford, he re-
ported. He said that the unusual
distinction of being made a member
of All Souls, the most powerful and
exclusive of Oxford colleges, was
conferred upon Dr. Flexner.

Dr. Lowe said he believed the
resignation of the former director
of the General Education Board was
prompted by his, Dr. Flexner's, wish
to have some leisure for his own
writings and that he might settle

Idown in Oxford to do his literary
|work.

While here Dr. Lowe will examine
i the manuscripts produced by the
Mother House of the Benedictine
Order, some of which are in the
Morgan and Walters collections and
a fragment of which is at Harvard.

Dr., Lowe has worked for years on
the scripts which were developed at
Monte Cassino, the Mother House
of the Benedictine Order. These
manuscripts are the Latin versions,
copied by Benedictine monks, of an-
cient writings such as the histories
of Tacitus, the words of Varro and
Apuleius which were saved from de-
struction during the Middle Ages by
the monks. Dr. Lowe has just been
elected Corresponding Fellow of the
British Academy. He is an Amer-
ican and has been teaching at Ox-
ford since 1913.
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/1928 7/25

GENERAL

POUEUATIONS (EASTMAN)

FIEXNER, A.

AYBELOTTE, P.

Educational Institutions

Foundations

Biographical

Flexner to Eastman, July 28, 1925, giving arguments to back up a
suggestion he made to Eastman to finance establishment of Chair of
American Studies at Oxford: (1) It will contribute to mutual understanding
of the peoples in governments of Britain ana. America to interchange
knowledge and intelligence from every source and in every manner to the
end they may cooperate in the preservation of the peace. (2) Oxford is
the seat of training men in directing British policy ana of influence in
shaping British opinion in the political and social sciences. Great
Britain's young men would learn a great deal from such a chair, (3) Oxford
teaches annually at least 200 Rhodes scholars free of all charge; they
come from the different states of the Union and from the Dominions,

There are over 600 Rhoaes Scholars, graduates of Oxford, in the
United States, We are thus in a way to underatand Great Britain, It
would be a fair return to enable Great Britain to understand us.

I , i
i1 ; . I

He recommends 0200,000 endowment through Dr0 Aydelotte.,

While different from the aid Eastman has given to Brookings
Institution, the object and the point of view are unassailable,,

Plexner transmits to Aydelotte a draft of the formal plan,
regulations and rules for the establishment

• .

A Pile, Flexner, Abraham
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